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Mayor Dick Leigh announced at Monday night’s 
Sidney council meeting that a second public hearing 
would be held on the controversial mobile-home park 
question on July 13 at 7:30 p.m. in Sanscha Hall.
He added that at this second meeting “all of the 
mistakes we made at the first one will be corrected.’’
In response to a question the mayor said that there 
would be a proper sound system so that all persons would 
be heard who wished to speak. All and any persons would 
be allowed to speak although there might be a time limit, 
five minutes, on their comments after their initial 
presentation had been made.
Visual aid would be allowed in primary presentations, 
the mayor said.
The mayor .said earlier that, when he saw a television 
replay of the first meeting held in the auditorium of the 
firehall on June 19, he realized that it was totally un­
satisfactory. People who wanted to attend the meeting 
could not get into the jammed hall and acoustics were 
such that they could not be heard.
The first hearing was held following the third reading 
but before adoption of a bylaw authorizing a land-use 
contract with Sidney to authorize a start on a 33-acre, 
240-lot mobile-home park bounded by Frost, Canora, the 
Pat Bay Highway and the southern boundary of Sidney 
and North Saanich.
The bylaw won’t be considered for adoption until after 
the second public hearing.
Opponents of the plan who presented a 200-signature 
petition at the first public hearing, based their opposition 
on traffic hazards which would be engendered by the 
incrca.sed population in the area, the possible overload on 
Sidney’s water and sewerage systems and the bad 
precedent set by taking land, upon which the develop­
ment is to be built, out of the provincial agricultural land 
reserve.
At Monday’s council meeting Mayor Leigh said that 
some 25 of the homes represented by signatures on the 
petition were not in Sidney but in North Saanich.
Opponents of the mobile home project said, after the 
council meeting on Monday evening, that they are going 
to pool their efforts and present a brief at the second 
•hearing.
In resFTonsc to questions raised at the first hearing 
about the status of South Sidney Ratepayers Association, 
a group of property owners involved in appealing to the 
government to remove about 62 acres, including the 33 
acres involved in the propo.sed development, from the 
land reserve, developer Fred Purvis of Leisure Villa 
Estates, said that he started the organization. The 
association had about 16 to 18 members, Purvis said.
In July of 1977 Sidney Aid. Jerry Tregaskis, a regional 
board director, persuaded the regional board to support 
the plea to remove the land from the agricultural land 
reserve.
Tregaskis told the board that the land had only a 
marginal farming capacity.
There’s a fly in the oinkment
Three lasses all set to enjoy this weekend’s 
Sidney Days and Captain Cook celebrations 
decided to dress up in nautical gear for the 
occasion. Blanche Gingrich, Gwen Gregorig
and Cory Spelt of The Cameo Beauty Salon 
on Beacon Avenue made their own sailor tops 
and bellbottom trousers.
!; Central Saanich 
f alderman J.R. Sharpe 
I claims residents in that 
I municipality are being 
I discriminated against 
I when it comes to using 
I the Panorama Leisure 
f Centre, but not all his 
I colleagues agree.
I “This one-week pre- 
I registration policy for 
1 residents of North
I Saanich and Sidney is a
- ..
1'
Aid. Dave Hill 
...‘people in north 
should have preference’
gross misapplication of 
the purpose of the 
recreation centre,’’ he 
said.
“It was built with a 
good chunk of 
provincial funds and this 
exclusion of some 
iHenibers of the public is 
a misappropriation of 
funds.
“To deny members of 
the public full freedom 
to use the centre ^is 
unfair. That is a piibhc 
facility, paid for in good 
part by public funds and 
I there should be no 
- cxciusioMs,”
! .Md. Dave Hill argued 
I that provincial money is 
I there hut residents of 
■ North Saanich and 
; Sidney me imying the 
{, full bill for all 
j programming in the 
!, ceittre and only such 
' oiganizcd progiiuns are 
i discriminatory. . 
i He explained that all 
; general pool and ice lime 
1 is completely free for use 
[ by all residents.
“The people in the 
t north should have first 
lueference I'or progiams 
since they are paying for 





council members do not 
object to a proposed 
piggery in principal (it is 
a specified acceptable 
use under the municipal 
by-laws) — what they do 
object to is a developer 
who is trying to put :
something over on them.
Marc Crouteau of Western Recreation Resources Ltd. 
has applied to council for relaxation of setbacks so he can 
develop a piggery on property adjacent to the new 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital.
He claims his farmland, which is in the Agricultural 
Land Reserye, is not workable as such and the only viable 
: operation would be a hog farm. In a letter to the zoning 
committee read Monday night he outlined plans which 
include two three-storey buildings, a five million gallon 
liquid manure storage area and a herd of up to 15,000 
:'pigs. "V ,
He said if council does not relax setbacks which call for 
such an operation to take place at least 700 feet from the 
hospital and 330 from the centre of the main highway he 
will insist the land is rezoned to allow a commercial 
apartment.
Trustees get no joy 
from summer 
driving school offer
Saanich school trustees are looking for 10 families 
who want to save some money. And they aren’t having 
any luck,
Two weeks ago the board was approached by a parent 
who wanted to know why Victoria .school district ran a 
summer driving .school and Saanich didn’t.
“We've never been asked,” she was told,
“You're being asked now." cameihe reply.
As a result, triisices decided to contact secondary 
school siudenis to see if 10 sitidcnis, the minimum 
needed to set up it course, were interested,
Schools made public address annoiincernents telling 
students the course would cost $120 ($30 or $40 less than 
the ordiiiiiry course would cost) and those who took the 
course would get a $50 rebate on their insurance from 
ICIIC.
No interest at all,
Trustees ttre tiot svilling to give up, liowcver.
At a meeting Monday, they asked staff to see if The 
Review would run n story on their problem, telling 
interested peninsula residents about the course.
The course would be offered this summer, Students 
do not have to have a learner’s permit, but should be 16 
years of age.
There arc 25 hours of cla.ssroorn instruction with 
films and other aids, eight hours of in-car ipstruction, 
and tise of the car for the final test.
'1 he course is the ICBC approved course,
Students may obtain further details from School 
District No. 63 secretary-iteasurcr, Ross Ingram, at 656-
nil.
Aid. J. R. Sharpe summed up committee’s reaction 
saying, “This is .simply a crude atempt at getting the land 
out of the reserve. The land has fine exposure in terms of 
heat and if the soil was put back it would be viable.”
Aid. Percy Lazarz had explained earlier the owner had 
stripped the property of top soil in anticipation of a 
recreation centre being built there and added that most of 
it still remains on the site.
“No permit to remove soil was taken out first,” said 
Aid. Dave Hill, who explained that anyone could “scrape 
their land, remove the topsoil and make it unproductive, 
but think of the chaos if we allowed this to happen.”
Council agreed that while a piggery operation is not the 
most pleasant use of the land they would allow it if the 
developer conformed to setbacks outilT\,jd. He has 
already said he cannot do this. 1 1 i [ ■ 4
Aid. Frank Waring pointed out, “I doubt if the owners 
ever intended to put a piggery there.”
Committee recommended a letter be sent to the owner 
saying that rezoning of the property will not be considred 
nor will e.xclusion from the ALR be supported^
Organization eyed to lobby 
officials on soaring taxes
Local businessmen are banding together California- 
style to fight soaring taxes and as Prairie Inn neigh­
borhood pub owner Wayne Duncan puts it, “There’s no 
sense sitting down and rolling with the punches.”
Local businessmen from the Brentwood and Keating 
Cross Road areas of Central Saanich have held one 
meeting already and another is scheduled for today at the 
Brentwood Inn.
Ernest Well wood, manager of Westcraft Mgf., the 
biggest employer in the municipality, said the fight arose 
essentially because of tax increased of up to 100 per cent.
Eighteen of 24 businesses in the municipality have met 
to plot a course of action — many are in the same 
situation as the Prairie Inn owner.
Duncan explained he and his father bought the business 
at 7806 East Saanich a year and a half ago and a 
whopping $1,000 increase in taxes this year is a blow.
“It hits you hard especially when you are a new 
business ... and there are many of them in this 
municipality.”
Duncan went on to say he thinks the increases are
“ridiculous, and our services haven’t improved one bit.’’ 1
Wellwood said his firm’s tax bill is up $11,000 over las(‘v 
year j representing a 65 per cent hike. And that excludes a^i; 
$5,240 sewer charge, he said.
When the sewer charge is addedthe f,":
When the sewer charge is added the increase is close 
90 per cent, he said in an interview Friday. , 1?
Businessmen are contemplating forming their ovyfp- 
organization to lobby with municipaL and’ provincial;; 
officials.
They hope to meet with Central Saanich Mayor Jean l 
Butler and Municipal Affairs Minister Hugh Curtis in
■July- l-'y': , I::’/
Wellwood emphasized local businessmen are upset arid;
frustrated but want to be constructive and realistic in' 
proposing solutions. A:
“We want to try to find out just who is responsible for 
the increase,” he said. “We don’t believe it’s all the[ 
municipality’s fault, the provincial government must
have a hand it it.” T
Mae ebarged in field stabbing
A Central Saanich man was stabbed while hoeing 
potatoes Monday morning as three members of his fttmily 
stood helplessly by.
Joe Pelkcy of the West Saanich Indian reserve died late 
Monday afternoon in Royal Jubilee Hospital from ap- 
parent stub wounds inflicted during an 8:30 a.m. 
argument in Mitchell potato Helds adjacent to Island 
View Beach.
Central Saanich police chief Boh Miles said the 
altercation began with a verbal argument which led to .an 
exchange of blows with farm implements.
Eight other workers were in different parts of the Held 
and witnessed the stabbing, including Pekkey’s neice,
nephew and cousin, said Miles. tJnly two were nearby.
Charged is Atvar Singh Gill, a Victoria resident who is. 
inhis mid-thirties, said Miles. He was arrested without 
incident shortly after the stabbing.
Police were initially hampered in their invcsligaliori 
until an interpreter was secured to assist in questioning 
the accused man.
A spokesman for the Michcll family said the dead man 
had worked for them on a temporary basis for many 
years.
The police chief added the case was particularly up­




bound for Europe primed
Sidney cadet Andrew Aiichtciionio is one of 12 
Ciinadians seiccietl to re|treseni army cadets this 
Slimmer on an Outward Bound course at Morfa Camp 
in Wales. .
Currently, the cadets arc on a training schedule at 
Ciinadian I'orces Base Pctawawa, Out,, in preparation 
for Ihe course. They leave July 6 for the two-week 
course which is designed to test leadership potential, 
discipline and sell'control.
The cadets will be visiting the Canadian Forces Base 
at l.alir, (iermany, the Black Forest, Switzerland and 
France before returning home Aug, 10,
Andrew, 17, is the son of IMr. and Mrs. Alistair 
Auchterlonic, KK)53 .ludson Place, and has been a 




Principiil of , Parkland Secondary 
School Joe l.oit could not he reached 
on Tuesday morning to comment on 
criticism of the conduct of Parkland’s 
1978 graduating class.
At a meeting of North Saanich's 
committee B on Monday night Aid, 
Robert Tliompson said that private 
and public property had been defaced 
by painted slogans in several areas 
including a wall of the Canadian 
Legion halTin North Saanich, Eaton's 
parking lots in Victoria and .Sidney and 
at the,foot of Mills Road.
“That’s awful publicity,” 
Thompson said. “It’s adisgrace.”
Thomivson said that he thought the 
principal of Parklands should be held 
responsible. As the result of his 
criticism Committee B ordered that a 
letter be written to Saanich school 
hoitrd and Parkland principal Joe Lott
with a view to organizing students to 
repaint the defaced areas.
“1 think the complaint should rest 
on the principal who was responsible 
for putting them out on the market as 
stich and I don't think it’s fair, . 
"I tliink it might he wise for I lie 
principal to ask for vohmtccrs to go 
around and clean up the mess,’’ 
Thompson said. He added that Loll 
shotikl try and find the students 
responsible for the slogan-writing. ;
11 would be cheaper, Thompsqti 
said, to have students paint out sloguiis 
than for the ninnicipality to have to 
hire someone to do the job. ;
In a recent story about .secondary 
school graduation parlies, Lott said 
that he aitd his staff ratt "a pretty tight 
ship” at graduation time but that 
student activities were essentially In the 
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Don Murray returns to 
Canada to bring his latest 
film Alaskan Summer 
Under Sail to the 
McPherson Playhouse 
Sept. 12.
The feature-length film is
the documentary of a 5,000- 
mile voyage aboard a 32- 
foot sailboat “Ella”. From 
coconuts to iceburgs, Ella 
leaves Hawaii, heads due 
north where she makes 
landfall in the Aleutian 
Islands. Still northward
into the Bering Sea, the 
wildlife of the Pribilof 
Islands is filmed. The 
voyage continues around
the Gulf of Alaska and, 




The movie Ts^ersonally 
narrated by'^urray who 
will bgxm hand to answer 
questions on the filming, 
Alaska and sailing, after the 
showing.
Nothing Kke it
Canada’s most irespected 8 year old whisky. 
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what I’d like to 




what we’ve had 
in the past. 
What, specifi­









In the piml, those who required speclnl 
care due to health problems often had
necesaary care. Servines wore 
scattered, difficult to locate and 
too expensive for many people.
The purpose of the now Program is to 
oo-ordlniite care services and make 
them available to everyone who needs 
them —in the comfort of their own 
homes, wherever posslblo—nt an 
affordable coat.
We believe Britisli Columbia residents 
should ho aide to receive the care they 
need, witliout financial hardship, while 
maintaining ns much dignity and 
independence as possible.
Oil, so the emphasis is 
on home care?^ ' '
Yes. While the Program does provide 
tor residential care wherever needed, 
homo care, homemaker sorvlces and 




Care Program is 
for any British 
Columbia resident 
“-yuuiig or old — 
who roquiros long­




' ,1 hhTO ItctninK I , ^
' , know'of some­
one who could 
'/.Mi benefilirom'' ; 
tf" ' ' the Program.




i So far, so good. It 




now comes the 
big question— 
how much will 
• this cost the 
\ ^ / person receiv­
ing the 
care? 9
You can got com­
plete information 
. and discuss your 
I particular needs at 
,M the Long-Term 
Care Office In the 
% local health unit.It’s
A as simple as that.
THE UQIilHEeM OUE PHOill/lil
NEW TO CARE ABOUT PEOPLE^
Province of Ministry of
British Columbia Health
Hon, a. H, McClolInnd, Minitttor.
As far as care in the home is 
concerned, there is often no cost 
involved at all, For example, there is 
no charge for Home Caro Services 
where Inoy are provided with referral 
from your doctor, and no charge for 
Homemaker Services where family 
unit Incomes fall below'certain 
guidelines —ranging from $290 for a , 
single person to $74,'5 for five porsoris.
In n residential facility, the basic cost 
is $0.50 per day, No extra or hidden 
charges can bo made. However, a 
Room Dlfferentlnl may be charged 
where the occonimodation exceeds 
the standards set by the IJcoiishig 
Board—for examplo, private or soinl- 
private rooms. These Boom Differ­
entials may run to a maximum of $9.00 
per day. The Long-Term Care 
Administrator at the your local health 
unit can provide complolu delails 
regarding your particular circymatancc.
Note taking was part of outdoor education 
program for youngsters at Sidney elementary 
school when they visited Camp Thunderbird 
recently. Students from grades four and five 
stayed at camp located near Sooke for two days 
and took part in activities ranging from 
canoeing to nature study. Program was 
organized by Norma Johnson and other teachers 
at the school.
Mayor to take 
salute at sailpast
Sidney Mayor Dick Leigh will take the salute at the 
Captain Cook - Sidney Days Sailpast from the sail vessel 
Skaga skippered by Peter Grant, at 4:30 p.m. Sunday.
The Skaga will be anchored immediately in front of 
Sidney Wharf. Participating vessels, both power and 
sail, will rendezvous north of the red spar and start at 
4:20 p.m. Vessels will proceed in a line astern manner in 
a southerly direction on a course line from the red spar 
buoy to the black spar buoy.
Appropriate flags may be flown. All local and visiting 
vessels are invited to participate. ■ u < ; ; - f’’
Cricket teams 
rej
Sidney’s popular man-about-town - Col. Browne- 
Hardinge - will be officiating at a cricket match between 
Sidney and North Saanich during the three-day 
celebrations this weekend.
North Saanich team captain Eric Sherwood says he 
intends to uphold and perpetuate his cricket club’s un­
beaten record. -
On the other hand, Sidney’s Jim Lang who heads up 
the town’s cricket team, is equally certain his cricketers 
will pul North Saanich in its place. It’s reported Sidney 
will probably base its bowling attack on the "yonker” in 
honor of the Yorkshireman, James Cook.
In a statement to The Review, Brownc-Hardingc 
declared that body-line bowling will not be condoned. 
“It’s a damned disgrace to the game,” he said.
The match will take place at Sidney elementary school 
grounds at I p.m. Sunday.
Police take action 
to curb vandalism
Seven Sidney drivers were charged with impairment in 
tlie month of May, six male and one I'enutle, according to 
an RCMP deiachmem monthly report presemed at 
Monday night’s mectinE of Sidney town council.
Thirty-four people were lodged in the dciaclnnent cells'. 
during the month, 18 for drunkenness.
There were five assault charges laid during the moiiih 
and 27iliefl offences reported, nine for stolen bicycles. ■
Thirty-live other Criminal Code offences included 24 
for wilful damage, four disturbing the peace, four 
irespassingui night.
A total of 101 charges were laid under traffic statutes 
and a total of 11 accidents reported.
In an attempt to curb wilful damage on Sidney street,s, 
the report slated, detachmem members have been urged 
to lay more charges tinder a section governing causing a 
disturbance by being .drunk, yelling, shouting and 
swc.'iring.
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Teacher honored 
at Virgin Island 
school ceremony
Ann Hurst is on cloud nine - and she isn’t sure when 
she’s ever going to make it back down again.
Her happiness comes from the “love and 
graciousness’’ she received from the people of St. 
Thomas, in the Virgin Islands, where she was honoured 
in week-long ceremonies there starting June 9.
The occasion was a 50th year class reunion and Mrs. 
Hurst was back after 50 years to unveil a bronze plaque 
in the gym of the school where she taught from 1926 to 
1928.
The plaque was deducated to Mrs. Hurst and another 
teacher, two people who first introduced volleyball and 
baseball - hitherto unknown sports in that part of the 
West Indies - to Charlotte Amalie High School.
Volleyball is now a popular game in the Virgin 
Islands, there are teams in all the schools and inter­
island games are played on a regular basis.
When Mrs. Hurst trained and coached the first girls 
volleyball team, life was hard and poor for the students 
and their families. In 1928 there w'cre only 12 students in 
the graduating class - this year there were 327.
Mrs. Hurst admires the persistance with which the 
youngsters overcame hardships and obstacles. Many of 
her students turned out to be real success stories, she 
said. Numbered among the class of ’28 is a dental 
surgeon, a director of libraries and museums, a school 
principal, chief criminal investigator, U.S. Imigration; a 
director of the Virgin Islands Unemployment Insurance 
Service and the assistant manager of a bank.
Mrs. Hurst likes to think she was just a “tiny part of 
that success.’’ They’re a wonderful, beautiful people, 
she said.
Mrs. Hurst was met at Truman Airport by four 
former members of the class of ’28. I recognized three 
of them,’’she said proudly.
The reunion week began with a reception and in­
cluded attendance at graduation exercises, a session on a 
television talk show, presentation ceremonies at the gym 





It was a time of nostalgia for the 73-year-old ex­
teacher. Fifty years ago in St. Thomas she used to live at 
an hotel, it cost her $60 a month out of her $175 a 
month salary, she said. She taught only English and had 
about 22 to 24 students in her class - there were no 
extracurricular activities like choir, band or any club in 
1928, only the sports that she helped to introduce.
Mrs. Hurst was born in Minneapolis, Minn. She 
married a Canadian and lived in Montreal for 40 years. 
She gave up teaching nine years ago and settled in 
Sidney.
The Swartz Bay ferry 
terminal will get a new look 
following the award of a 
contract to sandblast and 
repaint the ferry docks and 
14 buildings at a bid price 
of $45,392, says Municipal 
Affairs and Housing 
Minister Hugh Curtis.
Acme Commercial 
Painting (Victoria) Ltd., of 
Saanichton, submitted the 
lowest of five tenders for 
the job, and will start work 
in the first w'eek in July. 
Completion is scheduled for 
the end of August. Nine 
workers will be employed.
Total cost, including 
supervision by the ministry 
of highways and public 
works on behalf of the B.C. 
Ferry Authority, will be 
$49,000.
Work will include the 
sandblasting and repainting 
of marine structures at the 
terminal, as well as lifting 
beams and aprons, towers 
and overhead beams, except 
top roadway surfaces.
In addition, the contract 
calls for complete 
repainting of the terminal 
building, stores, office and 
warehouse buildings, 
patrolman’s buildings, 
paint and radar shops.
A requirement of the 
contract is that the work be 
completed within eight 
weeks of a contract award.
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Sidney cadets visit Quebec Harness
By
LIEUT. T. KERSCH 
(676 Squadron)
’ Quebec isn’t all that bad after all! As a matter of fact 
it’s a great place to visit. There were many tears and 
stalled good byes as Sidney Air Cadets were seen off by 
their newly-made friends^from La Belle Province at 
borval airport Montreal, Quebec.
. The stirring departure brought to an end phase one of a 
national exchange program between 40 cadets of 676 
Sidney Air Cadet Squadron and Escadrille 701 Cadets De 
L’Aviation Royale Du Canada (Montreal).
» During their stay in Montreal, the young men and 
\yomen of Sidney Air Cadet Squadron were billeted with} 
various families of 701 Squadron. They quickly 
discovered that our counterparts in Quebec are just as 
much fellow Canadians as anyone else in Canada and 
quite capable of being close friends. The cadets ex­
perienced the cultural differences of Quebecqois, and of 
course the much quicker pace of life in The large urban, 
centre of Montreal.
The exchange also included visits to various Canadian 
historical sites and points of national interest including
the Parliament Buildings, the National Aeronautical 
Collection in Ottawa, Isle Sle. Helene and Man and His 
World in Montreal.
Sidney cadets also realized the one-time strong in­
fluence of the Roman Catholic Church in French Canada 
by visiting St. Joseph’s Oratory on Mont Royale. They 
practically witnessed Canadian history unfold as they 
gazed into the sun-warmed breeze from bastions of La 
Citadelle at Quebec. They found some meaning in their 
Canadian history studies as they imagined the Battle for 
Quebec as they strolled on the Plains of Abraham.
The Sidney Air Cadet Band was honored to be the first 
cadet band to perform in Montreal’s Olympic Stadium,
: viewed by 35,000 Montreal Expo ba.seball fans. The 
cadets were hosted at a luncheon in Ottawa by Hon. 
- Warren Allmand, minister of consumer and corporate 
affairs and MP Donald Munro. V
Phase one of the exchange was a unique and priceless 
experience for the cadets, made possible by the officers 
and senior cadets of 676 and 701 squadrons and Open 
House Canada phase two commences Aug. 26 when 676 
will host 701. It is hoped that Sidney, Victoria and the 
Province of B.C. will provide the same hospitality as was 
provided by Montreal and La Province de Quebec.
racing on 
Labor Day
Harness racing at 
Sandown has been 
authorized for Sept. 2, 
commencing at 1:30 p.m. 
and Sept. 4 with a 5 p.m. 
start. There will be no 
racing on Sept. 3.
Track manager Jim 
Keeling said the S p.m. start 
on Sept . 4 only leaves time 
for six or seven races before 
it gets dark. Keeling said 
he’d like a 4 p.m. start and 
will be meeting with the 
B.C. Racing Commission to 
discuss the earlier start.
Details of racing times 
for the Labor Day holiday 
weekend published in The 





The water supply in 
Sidney is good, according 
to Aid, Jerry Tregaskis who 
briefly reported to town 
council Monday night on 
the progress of the water 
pipeline which is making its 
way through Saanich at the 
moment.
It will have reached 
Central Saanich by Sep­
tember, Tregaskis said, at 
which time that 
municipality can be taken 
off the temporary line 
whicli is supplying the 
pcnittsula.
Meanwhile, said 
Tregaskis, Sidney has 
nothing to worry about at 
this time. The reservoir has 
been filled readily when 
water was needed.
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Health
pueiio mwE
ADVISORY coy lySiHE 01^
MEDICAL MANPOWER
TOTRE MINISTER OFREALTH 




The Advisory Committee on Medical Manpower (composed of mem­
bers from the College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C., the B.C, 
Medical Association, the Ministry of Health, the Health Education 
Advisory Council, and two lay members) is currently examining 
physician distribution in order to ensure the availability of high quality 
care, and to study the rnost effective utilization of medical care 
services in British Columbia.
I
And WB ate liete to serve its 
moving populalion. If you have 
|ust moved imo a new home, 







The Committee is reviewing the present and projected requirements 
for physicians, by region and by speciality; the means of meeting 
these requirements, and the various mechanisms which could bo 
employed to improve the distribution of physicians,
The Committee, therefore, respectfully requests the submission of 
written briefs from all interested individuals, professional a.s80cia- 
tions, and the public in general, on any matter pertinent to this study,
The time frame within which thi.s Committee is working is compara­
tively short, therefore, it would he appreciated if all briefs were sub­
mitted by August 14,1978 to:
Chairman,
Advi.sory Committee on Medical Manpower,
1818 Rlan'ihard Street,
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Peninsula folk at Jehovah 
convention.
A joy ride ut the expense of the public?
‘ Editor, me Review:
^ We are fed up with the thoughtless and unpatriotic 
'attitude of our government in their extravagant use of 
public funds.
The recent events surrounding the purchase of 
Freelance, as reported in the press, seems to be a prime 
example of foolish waste - if not worse.
Are the new owners of Freelance prepared to lay before 
the public the details of the survey report carried out 
before the purchase and the estimate of the cost of 
putting this aged relic (built in 1907) in a state of sea­
going repair suitable for the sea training of young 
. Canadians? Some folks are familiar with Freelance emd 
their fears as to the soundness of this vessel seems to be 
borne out when we are told she was purchased for 
;$58,000.00 and her replacement cost is in the order of 
;$900,000.00 - worthwhile bargains don’t come all that
•easy
- Can the owners explain why she was in the San Bias 
-Islands in the first place? There are no repair facilities 
•there, neither stores, fuel nor water, not even a mail 
-service beyond Panama. These very poorly charted, unlit
islets are barely on the direct route from Antigua to the 
rcanal.
■ Why does a surveyor have to be sent down from 
' ICanada when the embassy in Panama could surely help in 
•'finding one locally in Panama City? There is, in any 
l;event, a highly competent Lloyds surveyor in Antigua, 
i-Whatever else this unhappy vessel may require, it is 
/•unlikely to be the services of a medical practitioner as 
>depresented by Dr . Ney.
Finally, how imprudent can they get in making the 
* imended passage to Canada at the time of the cyclone 
' season in the Eastern Pacific.
The whole affair savours of being a joy ride, in every 
■ 'sense, at the expense of the public, and the news indicates 
‘ ‘that the purchase was even more of a disaster.





CtEditor, The Review: 
t I am not alone in the 
i-'ppinion that your 
/^publication, as a pillar of 
5 the community, and backed 
' with the power of the press, 
: iS; somewhat less than 
'"thorough, conscientious 
and unbiased in presenting, 
^through your facilities, the 
total picture of municipal 
/^igolitics/-
few^•J\Overv;'the'/past 
Jjjmonths, you have given, in 
Sfihany opinions^; /uridue: 
|i<^blicity-^and credence:to 
^•■one-sided statements. ^ 
'-'i': Grapes grow on all sides 
5^^ the vine, and bn both 
gisides of the fence: Webster 
I^Sefines “sour grapes” as 
//“something scorned only J 
5 because it cannot be had” .
You have not informed
•‘-^our readers that the 
j Sjiajority of North Saanich 
ptfouncil support the 
•L^ajotity of councils 
/throughout British 
/’Columbia in their feeling 
that the regional director 
; Tor the municipality be 
‘Appointed by the council, 
* -which, in itself, is a cross 
;; /^ection of all the voters in 
t’tbe municipality.
’ I":; Recently, you gave undue 
:* publicity, that North 
'Saanich council, in its 
efforts to “hold the line” 
S pn expenses, rescinded a 
t)>ylaw that automatically 
gave mayor and alderman 
'■annual, unpublicizcd in- 
' creases in their pay. You 
’{lid not i..form your readers 
'that the mayor was the only 
'person on council to vote 
‘•against the motion to 
•rescind, but rather high-
• lighted the mayor’s
• politically evasive statement 
>*'that council took a hard 
Cjdok at the matter" instead 
! of covering the total pic-
-Ctiirc. ■ .
: You may not be aware 
„that regional directors, on 
>fop of their municipal 
^indemnity, receive more 
I'ihnn most aldermen for
• Jheir full year’s efforts.
You may not be aware, 
and as a result, have not 
informed your readers, that 
the regional directors for 
North Saanich and Sidney 
voted themselves further, 
additional renumeration for 
the meetings they attend on 
water and recreational 
commissions. Other ap­
pointees to these com­
missions are re-imbursed 
only in the self satisfaction 
they gain from knowing 
that they have done their 
.best ' for the communities • 
they willingly serve. ' V;
:>The recent publicity you/ 
gave to the mayor’s rather 
peevish “sour grapes” 
comment does not inform 
your readers that as a result 
of the majority vote, which 
is substantiated by the 
majority vote of the other 
communities in British 
Columbia may result in him 
not being appointed as the 
regional director. He may 
not be paid for attending 
regional district meetings. 
He may not be paid for 
attending water commission 
meetings. He may not be 
paid for attending 
recreation commission 
meetings. He may not be 
paid for trips unsanctioned 
by the council — “Sour 
Grapes’??? — it depends on 
what side of the fence you 
arc on, and how the grapes 
taste when you can, or 
cannot pick them.
The majority of the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
councils toil diligently and 
conscientiously to provide 
their municipalities with 
good government without 
thought of the monetary 
gain they receive. You in 
turn shotild present ail sides 
of the total picture before 
over-publicizing Ihe peevish 
statements of individuals 
when they are not sup­
ported unanimously by 
those who may or may not 
vote with their line of 
thought.
A schedule of four in­
ternational conventions has 
been completed by 
Jehovah’s Witnesses for 
Canada during the summer 
of 1978. Spokesman Mel 
Morton said 160 persons 
will represent the Saanich 
Peninsula at the Empire 
Stadium in Vancouver, July 
19-23.
He said 22,000 delegates 
are anticipated for the 
convention from Western 
Canada and Northwestern 
United States.
Morton said that 145,000 
persons are expected to 
attend the four conventions 
across Canada with sessions 
in nine languages: English, 
French, Italian, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Greek, 
Ukrainian, Arabic and 
Korean. Twenty con­
ventions are planned for the 
continentEd United States 
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0700 3.9 1415 8.3 1750 7.8
0000 10.8 0755 3.2 1545 9.1 1905 8.5
0040 10.5 0825 2.7 1630 9.8 2030 8.9
0105 10.2 0905 2.2 1715 10.3 2140 9.0
0150 9.9 0940 1.9 1745 10.6 2245 8.9
0240 9.6 1015 1.8 1815 10.6 2315 8.8
0250 9.4 1035 1.7 1850 10.7
•or Proposal misnamed
Editor, The,Review:
One of the headlines on the front page of your June 21 
issue reads “Biii 17 still causing rumpus”. The article 
states that George WestwOod, mayor of North Saanich, is 
not in favour of regional board directors being appointed 
bymunicipal councils and intimated in an interview that 
if an alderman feels that way “its sour grapes,’’ and that 
council appointments “would be an abrogation of 
people’s rights especially since the board deals with a 
large budget and directors should be responsible directly 
to the taxpayers and not council”.
In my opinion, George Westwood is being deceitful by 
not telling the taxpayers what prompted the minister of 
municipal affairs to propose action in this matter. At last 
year’s Union of B.C. Municipalities convention a 
resolution to have regional directors appointed by 
councils rather than elected was proposed, discussed and 
supported by a majority of the delegates.
I voted in favour of the resolution and George 
Westwood, a current regional director, voted against. Of 
more significance was that in discussing this topic with 
delegates from various municipalities it was apparent that 
most municipalities were encountering problems with 
their regional directors acting independently of council 
policies and wishes in regional matters and therefore not 
in the interests of either council or the taxpayers.
Consequently, 1 suggest that this resolution, passed by 
the Union of B.C. Municipalities and now being acted on 
by the minister of municipal affairs is in fact in the in­
terests of the taxpayer. Regional directors appointed by 
council would be responsible to council for their actions 
on a continuously supcrvi.scd ba.sis. /\i the present time, 
regional directors elected every two years are responsible 
to no one for their actions until the next election, by 
which time budget and other money mattcis have been 
voted on, some of which cause direct increases to taxes 
and not necessarily concurred with by municipal councils.
While I question both the necessity and desirability of 
the regional level of governmcnl, it seems to me that if 
councils uppoinf their regional directors, then councils 
would have both a direct responsibility and more in­
terest in regional affairs, thus the taxpayer should
Editor, The Review:
' It is encouraging that Sidney council has agreed to hold 
another public hearing, and it is now to be hoped they will 
listen objectively to what is being said by opponents of 
the “Summ'ergate-Village” scheme. There are a number 
of serious considerationsto be taken into account.
First, we should clarify that the proposal is misnamed a 
mobile home park. In fact there can be nothing “mobile” 
about it, as units must have wheels and hitches removed 
and be permanently attached to a foundation. One 
proponent at thepublic hearing suggested how great it 
would be, “to be able to pick up and go south for the 
winter, unencumbered by a house”. Truly this is a 
misunderstanding, as the residents would indeed be 
“encumbered^ by their property,which they may not 
take with them.
They will own year-round property and pay year-round _ 
taxes and expenses, whether they choose to winter in 
Palm Springs or not. They are furthermore also liable for 
a proportionate share of taxes on all commonly held 
property in the development, including roads, recreation 
facilities, etc.
benefit,
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I'itHlor, The Review;
As quoted in your paper 
M a y 0 r Westwood’s
arguments against reiurniiig 
to councils the right to 
appoint the regional 
directors, are that, first the 
supporters of this proposal 
on the North Saanich 
council stiffer from sour 
grapes and second, the 
proposal would .abrogate 
people's rights. If would be 
imfortunute if arguments of 
this quality were allowed to 
obscure what is at isstic, 
''The Cnpitnl Regional 
District has become a 
fourth independent level of 
governmcnl with its own 
policies, piiUMliCh aiiii 
standards. It sliows no sigit 
of being economy-minded. 
( Thi.s year it has seiii a party 
to San Diego, raised the 
indemnity of its directors 
and staned paying the 
North Saanich and Sidney
directors for sitting on the 
Peninsula Water and 
Rccrcaiion Commissions,
I Itold to the opinion that 
the last thing Canada needs 
is another level of gover­
nment and that the regions 
should be made the servants 
of the municipalities to do 
wlrai the latter want and to 
be accountable to them for 
doing it. I sec the ap­
pointment by councils of 
the directors as tltc quickest 
way of bringing this about.
The record of the North 
Saanich council r.hosvn that 
their appointee would be 
economy-minded. This year 
the council despite the 
mayors opposition -- lias 
foregone the annual In­
crease to its indemnity and 
has not paid ii.s 






Attend the Church of 
Your Choice 
this Weekend


























One Service Only 
St. Paul’s 11:00 a.m.
CENTRAL SAANICH 









the principal morning 
service during July - 
August will be 10 a.m.) 
8:30 a.m. Holy.
Communion 
10:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer
Rector





10364 McDonald Park Rd
Fomily Service &
. Sunday School 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saonich Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 




Pastor - Chas. Barker 
Phone 656-2545
It is amazing that a number of potential inhabitants of 
such a development feel they may be getting something 
for nothing, or for that matter even feel they will be 
gelling a good deal. Hopefully they will look again,and 
read the fine print in the Strata Titles Act.
It has been stated that the proposed development 
would be for retired or elderly only. Even if such a 
restriction were po.ssible it should be vigorously opposed. 
The “ghetto-ization” of groups of people for age; ethnic, 
or economic reasons should not be tolerated in our 
supposedly enlighicucd .society. This particular tactic 
seems to be a North American phenomenon, to keep the 
elderly “out of sight and out of mind," rather than where 
they should be and where wc need them, fully integrated 
with the balance of society.
The most vigorous and mentally-alert senior citizens 
are those who live in the mainstream of .society, rather 
than closeted in some geriatric retirement retreat, 
awaiting ultimate "peace and quiet", It is doubtful that 
ilic restriction suggesicd could in fact be legally enforced, 
as it would violate the right of the individual to purchase 
ti dwelling offered for sale,
Much of the data which 1 have accumuliaicd on such 
developments dates back to this developer’s original 
aiiplication to Sidney council in 1971, but many delails 
arc still applicable. Major studies that have been con­
ducted on the age potential of residents in mobile home 
parks show the reverse of what has been promised. Two 
notable ones arc: I. The U.S, Federal Dept, of Housing 
and Urban Development survey which showed that 49,4 
percent of mobile home household heads were under 35 
years of age. 2, An Edmonton .study showed 42 per cent 
of mobile home park residents were under 21 years of 
age,
The only locations showing a majority of senior 
inliabitanis were in the southwestern U.S. resort arcus, 
(i.c. California and Arizona), The potential impact on the 
school system, and therefore the taxpayer, should then be 
a real eoncern.
U is amusing, but also rather pat|tctic, that municipal 
councils continue to bamboozle people into believing that 
greater development will somehow reduce taxes. It Is only 
basic common sense that gieatcr populations require 
greater services. Anyone disbelieving this should take a 
dose look at the acceleration of tax rates during Sidney’.s 
period of greatest growth, and then compare our current 
imnucip.d tax uiic with that ofiHUTOunding municipalilic:; 
wltcre there is little or no development,
Yon ittay find yourself que.stioning the credibility of 
those offering you this latest "bcriefit". I’crhaps this may 
bcLomt known as the year of the “Summergate Affair."
N.L. Si'vley 





11:00 a.m. Worship 
Service
World Missions — 
Communion 
6:00 p.m. - JOINT 
CHRISTIAN COM­
MUNITY SERVICE in' 
TULISTA PARK.
This part of the Capi. 
Cook celebration Rev. 
Barker will speak: Topic 
The Great Discovery. 
Tuesday
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
and Prayer


















9:30 a.m. The Lord’s | 
Supper
11 ;(K) a.m. Family Bible 
Hour and 
Sunday School 





PASTOR HE. DA WES- 
656-6940
Jesus said “/ am the




OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Satuixlay Mass 8:00 p.m. 
Suiulay Mass 9:00 a.m.
BETHEL
BAPTIST
NOW MEEI INCJ AT:
10469 Resthaven Dr. 
until new church is built
Sunday,July 2,1978 
9:45 a.m. Sunday 
School
11:00 a.m. "Ihc Healing 
of the Nations’’ 
6:00 p.m, Combined 
service at Tulista Park. 




7:.30p.m. Bible Study 










C hapel of Roses









membership fee ap- 















I'raise Meeting; Wed. 






Sunday Masses 10:15 
a.m. *11:15 a.m 
Weekday Masses 9;0(J 
a.m.
^gllcutn Church of Canexin -
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH










3rd Street, Sidttcy 





OUR NEW CURAT! 
THE REV. COL If 







Ucv. Uoliert Sanmorn 
656-1870 656*53:
Ncwccmtcis «L)rd VisitDr.s 
arc most welcome at 
both our churches.
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Aerial shot of Sidney, one of several photos of the Saanich Peninsula area to be found in 
Jim Ryan ’5 new book.
as a matter of fact . . . by pal m urphy
The mayor of Sidney and ihe 
town council deserve a pal on the 
back for their decision 10 hold a 
second public hearing on the 
question of the 240-lol mobile 
home park for Sidney. It shows a 
" sensitivity to public feeling which 
is commendable.
It’s all the more meritorious in the light of the fact 
that members of council are, seemingly at least, 
unanimous in their approval of the 33-acre park which 
is bounded by Frost, Canora, the Pat Bay Highway and 
the municipal perimeter.
They would have been correct in law if they had taken 
the position that the public hearing was held, in con­
formity with the municipal act, and whipped the bylaw 
through the adoption stage on Monday night. It would 
have been morally wrong but that isn’t always a 
deterrent to municipal action.
In making a deci.sion to repeat the hearing, the mayor 
and aldermen took several factors into consideration. 
The turnout at the meeting, with all seats filled and the 
entrance hallway jammed, indicated that public interest 
“in-qhe-question was much higher than had been ^ 
’estirr^^.,^-,..,,. v
The' firehall auditorium w'as loo small to hold the 
turnout, too hot to be comfortable and the public 
address system wasn’t working properly. People at the 
back of the hall couldn’t hear properly and the mayor 
and aldermen, at the front, had trouble hearing queries 
from the audience.
It was patently obvious, loo, that the proponents of 
the park, the promoters, had marshalled their friends 
and supporters. What with the well-prepared slideshow 
and the frequent and well-thought-out arguments for 
passage of the enabling bylaw, it was almost slick — 
certainly professional.
There’s nothing wrong with that, of course — it’s the 
way to do it. It’s the way corporations and sometimes 
municipalities muscle things through a participatory 
democracy (whatever that is).
Without in any way deviating from the truth you put 
the stress where you want it — on your side of the issue 
and, if there is another side, if there are disadvantages 
to your project — well you can hardly be e.\pected to 
bring them to public attention, can you?
On the other hand you have the opponents, or 
sometimes the proponents, of a plan, the people against 
the conventional opinion, against the establishment 
position. They are usually fragmented, sometimes even 
inarticulate. They have had no professional help in 
preparation of their presentations which come over just 
as they are — amateurish. Their arguments are often 
based on abstractions - the public good over a long 
period, the liklihood that this or that may arise, 
ecological damage which may not take place for years; 
they are often aestheiicin content.
Valid though they are such arguments are often 
ineffectual against the professionally-presented here- 
and-now — homes for people who need homes, 
widening the tax base, fees for the municipality and 
more people to buy in the stores — material things 
oriented for a material age.
That’s about what happened at the firehall meeting a 
couple of Monday nights ago.' The opponents to the 
mobile park plan were unorganized. Their pre^ehtations 
W'as broad-brush wide and presented almost with an 
overlay of hostility. But the feeling was there and it may 
be far bigger than first realized. Certainly the petition 
with more than 200 names would indicate a sizeable 
anti-faction.
The next meeting will be held in a larger hall under 
better conditions and it might be well if the opponents 
of the plan got together and co-ordinated their effort. 
There may be a lot of people out there in the blushes who 
don’t care for the mobile-park plan, attractive though it 
looks on the surface. They should all be contacted. 




When a top 
photographer and a ver­
satile writer get together on 
a book the result is almost a 
foregone conclusion. Big 
Jim Ryan, a household 
word in Victoria for a 
number of years, and Betty 
Campbell, free lance writer 
and co-author of the 
popular Kids! Kids! Kids! 
and Vancouver Island, 
chose a winner when they 
decided to collaborate on 
Around Victoria and 
Vancouver Lsland, a 96- 
page book of color pictures 
taken in and around the 
capital city and on the 
island.
The photos, like Big Jim, 
arc larger than life. No one, 
it seems, can capture the 
essence of a city and its 
people the way Ryan has. 
His work is complimented 
by Betty Campbell’s 
writing, her comments 
often witty, always suc­
cinct.
Over the years, Ryan has 
had thousands of his 
pictures published in 
- newspapers and magazines, 
including the former Life 
Magazine. Aside from three 
former books. Assignment 
Victoria (1966), A Souvenir 
Book of H.M. Queen 
Elizabeth II (1971), and The 
Maverick Nun (1977), Ryan 
also made a film of The 
Maverick Nun. It was 
featured on the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation’s 
national television network 
in 1977.
Since coming to Victoria 
in 1973, Betty Campbell has 
co-authored two books and 
also wrote Becoming a 
Canadian —- Your Guide 
through Citizenship Court 
"(1978). '
Around V Victoria and 
, .yanequyer Island features 
an, .introductiioh . by city 
archivistAinslie, Helmcken 
and a commendation >
The souvenir pictorial 
■'guide is priced at $7.95.
^ TSr
You Missed Our First SALE
Don't Miss This One!!
1.x 10 Rgh Cedar 
1x12 Rgh Cedar 
2x12 Rgh Cedar
'/jx6 Ba.sk el weave 













All Lumber on Sale is old stock 
We have just received new stock /w| 
both Cedar & Fir Ihr. Mostj 
dimensions.
IxK S«l & nir, Red 
Cvdnr Cliuniifl .Siding 
450.00M Bd. Ft,
I'or Summertime 2x6 
Select T & G Spruce. 
Ideal for Picnic Tables & 
Decks. 40i’ lin.ft.
Wooden Screen Doors 
(unpainied). 28x68 -
$24.95 ca.
- Popular entertainer 
; Peter Chip man will be 
\ singing at Tulista Park. 
.Sunday, starting at / 
[p.m. Chipman per- 
: forms regularly on 









CAPTAIN COOK - SIDNEY DAYS SAILPAST
I lis Wots'iiip Mayor Dick Leigh will lake the salute from a yellow sail vessel anchored immediately in 
I nun i>l'Ihe Sidney Whtirf,
Piiriicipating vessels (power and stiil) will rendezvous north of Ihe red spar and start at 4:20 p.m. 
Vessels will proceed in a line astern manner in si southerly direction on a course line from Ihe red spur 
lnH»y 10 the black spar Imoy. Appropriate flags may be flown, 
biiov






Bowls, Trays, Ashtrays, 
Mntjs, TtM Pols, T'lt'am 






JULY 2nd - 4:30 P.M.
AM. I OCAI, AND VISITING VESSELS 
ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE
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Blade Steak I Wieners













Town House 12 fl. oz. jar _____
Salad Dressing
Town House 32 fl. oz. jar______ _ ____
Dill Pickles
48 fl.





28 fi. oz. bottle
Party Pride 225 g. pkg.
Carousel Biscuits
David’s 800 g. pkg. ____________
Ice Tea Mix






★ Peas and Carrots ★ Mixed Veg.









Senre with Cottage Cheese
Size ID'S ea.
iiBP WF "■ F ik ''V il.■ VI T' .If: F'Tn.!. r .j/ .uT- .F'■a;.. .
SbJ's 'ViS .I'SULT 
IK ■;0l.l'a fiiVNOi's SiDfiPi- SAFEWAY .STORI; ONLY.
CANADA SAFEWAY L I M I T E O
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VALfDICTORY SPEECH • 1978 CLAREMONT
MICHAEL PROKOPOW
LADIES and GENTLEMEN 
HONOURED GUESTS 
MY FELLOW GRADUATES.
Tonight as we celebrate this ceremony of 
recognition, looking back upon the moments of joy 
and anguish, we must, also look forward to the 
realizing of dreams and realities. Although our 
graduation ceremony is a time of elation it borders 
on the melancholy. -For now, we as young adults 
must face a world, in wayys alien, without the 
security and escapism that school has to offer. No 
longer will “our days be numbered” by a school 
year, nor begin and end at “the sound of the bell”. 
The days of our future will be as we choose to make 
them. Those whose admiration we covet and those 
whose friendships we cherish today may not hold 
these positions tomorrow. For all these changes are 
parts of the process of maturity, however sad this 
may be? Or however reluctant we are to accept it.
When we speak of graduation our youthful in­
trospections may make us feel that we are unique, 
but graduation is not solely for students. It is for 
parents and teachers also: our parents graduate to 
the perhaps saddening realization that no longer are 
we dimpled, tear-stained six year olds shepherded off 
on a huge yellow bus to the first day of grade one. 
We are now mature, responsible individuals, but no 
less their children. For our teachers, we student 
graduates are hopefully not just another two hun­
dred names signifying another year of teaching and 
the beginning of summer; we are, we hope somewhat 
special, somewhat individual, but most of all 
somewhat remembered.
We as students dependant on the love and un­
derstanding of our parents and the intelligence and 
professionalism of our teachers, must realize with 
albeit heavy hearts that while our school life is at an 
end? It but signifies our new beginnings, for we will 
each go our separate ways, and as in school we will 
find new groups of friends, probably similar to the 
old. We will also, perhaps not be as vulnerable to the 
everyday pains of youth: the wounds from a cruel 
and thoughtless tongue, the embarrassment from a 
certain Style of clothing, the despair from the lack of 
acadeinic and athletic prowess. We must look to the 
" future cdnfidehTin the lessons gained from the past.
As Anatole France wrote in 1910, in his address to^ v 
the graduating class of the Sorbonrie: ' ?
“11 Taut prolonger la vie dans le passe et dans 
1‘avenier: dansTe passe par l‘etude, dans 1‘avenir par 
le presentiment et le reve. Oui, le reve, oui, la 
chimere, oui 1‘illusion. Sans les reves, sans les 
chimercs, sans les illusions la*vie n‘a plus de sens et 
n'offre plus d'interet. Sachons constuire nos reves; 
sachons leur donner une structure scientifique. A 
cette condition, il est utile et>bon d'etre un reveur.”
In other words France tells us to dream and 
fantasize for our futures. Without these dreams and 
illasions the magical and individual aspects of life are 
lost. France tells us to be individuals with our own 
ideas and beliefs. That is my message to you: do not 
be afraid to be an individual for being one face in a 
crowd signifies nothing other than to say that you are 
a follower and that is fine, but followers can be 
individuals loo. For always remember that perhaps 
your tin,spoken ideas were sounder than those of the 
leaders. Do not be embarassed by scorn and laughter 
at your philosophies for honest naievitc takes many 
forms and often leads to discovering the truth. But 
most importantly do not disregard your beliefs 
because of rejection or ridicule for the only person 
that you must satisfy is yourself.
Perhaps the most appropriate summation I can 
find comes in a poem by Robert Frost, a poem that 
has always been of .special significance to me:
THEROADNOTTAKEN
Two rttads diverged in a yellow wood.
And sorry 1 could not travel both 
And be one traveller, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
PRESS RELEASE 
Claremont Senior Secondary School 
4980 Wesley Road, Victoria, B.C. V8Y 1Y9 
CLAREMONT RECOGNITION CEREMONIES, June 23, 1978
A well-turned-out class of 225 Grade 12 students from Claremont High School took part in a 
pleasant Recognition Ceremony on Friday evening. Master of Ceremonies Jean Shypitka in­
troduced Principal Don MacKinnon who praised the class of ‘78 as a vintage one. Bringing greetings 
from the Saanich School Board was Mrs. Rubymay Parrot who advised the class to use ingenuity.
Retiring District Superintendent Eric Lewis said he was not only proud of the school and staff but 
also very proud of the graduating class.
Valedictorian Michael Prokopow reflected on the ambivalent feelings of the graduates and asked 
the class to “not to foreget to dream, not to be afraid to be individuals.”
School Co-ordinator A. Bryant presented Ed Dorran Awards on behalf of the Saanich Teachers’
Association to worthy students in the technical, community service, art and business education 
areas to John Piluso, Rod Phillips, Caril Hunter, Mark Peaty and Eloise Erickson. Former 
Principal of Claremont, J.W. Lott, presented to Laurie Peel the J.W. Lott Award for the out­
standing citizen of the year while the Principal’s Award was awarded to top academic scholar Ian
McAdam. Elaine Collett, representing the class of ‘78, gave a class gift of books to the School.
After a musical interlude by Victoria Rosebowl Winner Jackie Moffat accompanied by Scott 
Perrin, guest speaker Dr. G. Scott Wallace warned the class about the dangers of the permissive 
society. “The affluent society has given us wealth beyond our dreams. Changes that came about, 
ironically because of the war, in the shape of technological advances, have made our lives affluent 
beyond the wildest dreams of most people” Dr. Wallace asked if we were becoming the selfish 
society because our sense of values has not kept pace with our material wealth. Dr. Wallace felt that 
our permissive society has given us a sordid boon where transient human relations have created 
more problems than they have solved. He reminded the students that virtues like loyalty and 
commitment were more important than success measured by money in a “Society full of human 
sheep seeking group approval.”
After refreshments, the class danced to music played by the Claremont Band conducted by Ted 
Ircton.
CLAREMOMT GRADS
Adair, Tim Chapman, Jeanne Ginnell, Kevin Jestico, Robert McCulloch, Boyd Peatty, Mark Rougier, Nina Webber, Ian
Adkin, Patricia Chung,Susan Gore-Langton, Dick Jewitt, Pam McDonald, Elizabeth Peebles, Judy Sangha, Maya Weeks, Beth
Ainsworth, Dawn Clark, John Guenther, Robert Johnson, Coralee MacDonald, Louise Peel, Laurie Saunders, Ann Welch, Dave
Alexander, Karen Clarke, Lorie - Haas, Tony Johnson, Shannon MacDougall, Denyse Perrin, Scott Saunders, Dan Westmorland, Godfrey
Ambrose, Susan Coldwell, Lisa Hall, Dennis Johnston, Geoff McFarland, H Richard Phillips, Rod Schneider, Manfred White, Bev
Anderson, Gwen Collett, Elaine Hall, Fraser Jones, Brett McGregor, Karen Piluso, John Schneider, Trudy White, Sandra
Anderson, Nicole Colley, Joan Hailing, Bob Keene, Paul McKellar, Cheryl Post, John Scobie, Sandi White, Sharon
Archer, Paul Connor, Kelly Hammick, Ellen Keir, Janet McMillan, Jill Prevost, Glen Shaw, Jill Whittle, Carol
Armstrong, Jane Davidson, Glenn Hanley, Danny Kisby, Dale Mahoney, Barry Pritchard, Tom Shypitka, Jean Wiebe, Colin
Atwood, James Davis, Winn Hanson, David Kite, Chris Maier, Lisa Prokopow, Michael Smith, Stan Wilkins, Renata
Baldwin, Aileen DeBenedictis, Dana Harrison, Glen Klasen, Andy Majid, Jennifer Purdy, Douglas Smith, Susan Wilkinson, Tracy
Balshaw, Barry De Paoli, Lillian Harrison, Nancy Knowlson, Richard Marcolin, Wally Querin, Dale Spilsbury, David Willers, Yolanda
Barnard, Fiona Dew-Jones, Malcolm Harrop, Michael Kuprowsky, David: Mars, Renee Raap, Bonice Spoor, David Williams, Sylvia
Beazley, Brenda Donaldson, Ian Hawkins, Terry Lalonde, Ken •' Marshall, Vaughan Rach, Monica Spoor, Greg Willner, Laura
Bender, Alex Donaldson, Steve Hazledine, Jean Lane, Jim Martin, Alan Randell,Emma Styan, Wanda Wilson, Geoff
Bige, Marton Drobott, Susan-Kelly Henderson, Lee Lawrence, Donna Matthews, Bob Rashleigh, John Sumpton, Lynn Wilson, Kim
Bishop, Cindy Duncan, Gail Hess, Michael Lazarz, Debbie Milburn, Peter Rasmussen, Harold Teitge, Douglas Wilson, J. Ainslie
Bohmer, Betsy Erickson, Eloise Hoenson, Dina Lee, Tanya Miller, Kim Rasmussen, Peter Tinney, Lisa Witt, Ken
Bohnet, Jackie Esnouf, Maureen Hoffmann, Monica Leghorn, Arley Mitchell, David Reed, Dave Toakley, Michael Wunderlich, Tom
Bowie, Carolyn Evans, Bruce Hoitz, Mike .Lodge, Susan Morneau, Terri Regan, Dwayne Toone, William Wucnschel, Karen
Burger, Brian Fairburn, Russell Holmen, Mary Lohr, Janice Muller, John Reid, Martin Trerice, Dave Youell, Debbie
Cabecinha, Frank Falck, Jodie Honicke, Roland Loosdrecht, Alex Muraro, James Riggs, Graham Trim, Cheryl YouelLGary
Caldwell, Claudette Faminoff, Val Flopkins, John Lord, Jim Neijmeijer, Willette Ripka, Dave Tyler, Sharron Young, Katy
Callan, Marty Fell, Doug Hough, Kerry Low, Anna Nugent, Karen ^ Roberts, Jack Underwood, Steve
Cambridge, Terry Frew,Joanne Howard, Lynda Lowe, Cathy Olivotto, Yolanda Roberts, Jay Verhagen, Dora
Carmichael, Greg Froom, Charlene Hunter, Caril McAdam; R. Ian Ottosen, Katherine Roberts, Shawna Dee Verwolf, Dinah
Carter, Connie Fuller, Christine - Insley, Steve McAllister, Joseph Palmer, Lynn Robertson, Jane Vucko, Rozina
A Carter, Linda y Gaunt, Doris Lsherwood, Geri McCallum, Susan Patter.son, Kathy Rbbert-son, Marlene Warble,'Penny ..... ■ . ' ■ "
Cawsey, Cathy Gibson, Robbie Isherwoodi, Peg. McCuaig, Alexander Pearson, Patricia Robinson; Ian t Warner,.Brenda,^
Then look theoihcr, as jusi us fair, 
And having perhaps the bciicr claim, 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 
’I hough its for that the passing there 
I lad worn them really about tite same.
And both that morning equally lay 
In leaves no step liad trodden black. 
Oh, I kept the first for imothei dayl 
Yet knowittg how way leads on to way , 
1 doubted if I siiould ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh 
.Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and 1 - 
1 took tlie one less travelled by,
And that luts made all the difference.
Robert Frost.
Lillian dc Paoli was MVP in Track & Field, Badminton & 
Soccer. She was voted Outstanding Fcmrde Athlete of 1978.
Mike Toaklcy was MVP in Track & Field, Volleyball & 
Basketball,Me wiis voted Outstanding Male Athlete of 1978 and 
received llte Monlgomery Award for Most Improved Athlete. 
Mike also won a Geography, Novels A Citizenship Award as well 
as the Les Koch Memorial Trophy,
Principal, D, MacKinnon receiving gift to the scltool from Elaine 
Collett on behalf of Grade 12 Class. ,
I,auric Peel was the recipient of the J.W, l.ott Shield for 
OutsliutdingCiiizensliip of the year. Dr. G, Scott Wallace with I'anya Lee,
•Island Furniture Mart 
•Rusts Jewellers 
•Downtown Sidney Auto Sales 
•Fredricks Shoes
•Holloway’s Sidney Florist 




•Owl's Eye Bookstore 
•Flint Motors 
•McDonald Park Chevron































According to the dictionary a validictory speech is 
any speech or oratum of farewell. Today, however, 1 
feel there is a little more to be said than just goodbye. 
For twelve years we have been learning, living, and 
progressing in a society which is in fact very 
sheltered. We have learned how to communicate, 
how to act,and of course the basic principles of the 
humanities, sciences, and arts, but perhaps most 
important of all, how to relate to others.
When we were children we relied completely upon 
pur parents and ran to them whenever we needed 
assistance. As we have grown our dependencies have 
changed until today much of what we need comes 
from within ourselves. Time moves incredibly 
quickly, in grade one we learned the concepts of 
addition and subtraction; now we are able to analyse 
complex curves by using simple calculus. In this way 
we have progressed and increased our ability to 
accept new and generally more complex ideas. 
Similarily in grade one we were given the respon­
sibility of actually going to school and getting home 
again. Today we have reached the point where we are 
responsible for the majority of our actions. However 
in school, though we were advised to do our best, it 
was not essential that we did so. During the next few 
months we will realize that such is not the case any 
more. We will have to assume a responsibility for 
ourselves and our wellbeing, and shall be unable to 
rely solely upon the experience of others. Perhaps the 
hardest adjustment we shall have to make upon 
leaving Parkland will be the realization that we are 
responsible to ourselves and no-one else:. '
; Yet we have been well prepared by pur parents and 
teachers. We have the abilities we need, and with 
them must enter society and make a home for 
ourselves in this complex environment. But we must 
not forget what we have learned and hide in our 
homes as soon as they are completed; The practice of 
being blase about our society is not one that will 
improve us. We must realize that the power is in the 
hands of those we choose, and thus we have the 
ability to effect what happens around us. By com­
municating well we can create changes without 
violence or rebellion, and though many ideas and 
institutions are protected by the hazy barrier of time, 
improvement is always justified.
Across the nation thousands of students are, like 
us, in the process of graduating from high school. 
Some of us may feel that, because of this, we are just 
another graduating clasL But 1 don’t think we fully 
realize the distinctive qualities of our particular year; 
Not every school can boast of a May Queen and an 
ocean view, or, for that matter, a Mr. Legs of 1978. 
Similarily each of us is associated with distinguishing 
qualities and characteristics. The culmination of 
these traits inevitably makes for a unique group. It 
will be the exclusive experiences of this group that wc 
shall reflect upon. No matter where or how the 
future finds us, it will always be possible to look 
back to this time we have shared and find happiness. 
People will part, incidents will fade, but the essence 
of our years together will continue to live.
There are many people to whom we should give 
thanks today. For without their guidance and 
support this goal of graduation would have been 
virtually impossible. To our teachers who have taken 
the lime and effort to tench us how to learn and 
appreciate; to the administrators ut all levels without 
whom the school would cease to function; and to our 
parents for their encouragement, understanding, and 
unfauliering faith. Lastly, I feel that it is important 
that wc thank each other for we have given each 
other agreat deal of help, experience, and happiness.
For twelve years wc have existed in an en­
vironment with others of our peer group who, 
although similiar in age, arc remarkably diverse in 
character and ideology, Among these friends we 
have developed and shaped ourselves in whatever 
way wc could until today, when we must part and 
test our skills, Like any piece of work wc will be 
judged and criticized, and will inevitably change in 
the years to come. But we must remember that many 
new goals lie hidden waiting to be discovered, and 
whether we actually find them or merely think wc 




















































. Hinz, Wendy 
Hilton, Sharon 
Hitchen, Steven 











































































































Mr. Mike's Char-Broiled Steaks
's
Capital Market
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i
Phone (604) 479-2258
MICHAEL E. CLAXTON, b.c.ls.
Professional Land Surveyor
822 Sevenoaks Road 
Victoria, B.C. V8X 3E7
Announces the opening 
profe.ssional land surveyor.
of practice as
Brownies fly-up MargareP 'Pearson,of^,.2i)i^560 Fifth 
Street, grew vast pot 
of pansies from tiny 
single plant purchased 
from Marigold 
Nursery on Lochside. 
Mrs. Pearson says 
plant grew to this size 
in two months, 
supporting 75 blooms 
and buds after she 
treated it with leaf 
mould and organic 
mulch, recommended 
by peninsula gardener 
Ken Wallace who 
wrote the Miracle 
Garden book. In 
future, Mrs. Pearson 
says, shell be giving 
all her plants the same 
treatment.
The annual fly-up 
ceremony took place at the 
Sidney Guide Hall June 7 
when the following girls 
from the 1st and 3rd Sidney 
Brownie Packs became
guides: Brenda Osborne, 
Adriene Gear, Laurie Hart, 
Joanne Coburn, Maureen 
Affleck, Colleen Martin, 
Allison Ager, Cindy 
Thornton and Marty Pitt.
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE!!!
PAYING TOO MUCH??? 
CHECK WITH US AND COMPARE
Example — Home 25 years and newer within five 









1001 Cloverdale Ave., Victoria, B.C.
PAT BAY GROCERY:









A reminder - this week’s Sidney Review will contain a 
program of the upcoming three-day festivities - save it 
and take it with you wherever you go this week-end. 
Sidney will be a very busy place, and activities are 
scheduled at Sanscha, wharf area and Tulista Park.
Wind-up events will be: the regatta ball at the Sidney 
Hotel, and the family party and dance at Sanscha.
Don’t forget to check your programme - keep informed 
on what will be happening.
* * *
Events to watch for: Magician Tony Eng, on July 1 
at Sanscha. Vocalist Peter Chipman at Tulista Park at 
1:15 p.m. on July 2, and the Great Sidney Rowing Review 
Race from Sidney Wharf July 3 at 9:50 a.m.
* it -k
Tk- -k- ^
®CHAR BROILED BURGERS 
® HARD ICE-CREAM






AH Sidney Days supporters are reminded to purchase 
and wear a commemorative button. If you haven’t 
purchased one yet they’ll be on sale July 1 at the entrance 
to Sanscha grounds, (off Beacon Ave.) and will be sold 













































































STORE WILL BE CLOSED 
JULY 1st SATURDAY
STOREHOURS
Mon., Thur., Wed____ 8:30 to 6:00
Thurs. & Fri. .............. .8:30 to 9:00
Sat.  ........ ................. .. .8:30 to 6:00
Sun. ............................10:00 to 5:30
PRIC ES EM ECUVE I IIUR.S., FRI. & SA1.
A
Sidney will contribute $1,500 toward the ccstof 
rewiring the regional library quarters in Sanscha Halil.
Saanich Peninsula Hospital
VISITIMG HOURS
The public are asked to observe the visiting 
hours to the two units.
Acute Care ............................2 P.M.-8 P.M.
Extended Care ....................11 A.M.-8 P.M.
Maternity . 2 P.M.-3 P.M. ■“ 7P.M.-8P.M.
Care of the patients in Acute Care does not permit 
visitors in the mornings. Therefore all are asked to 
co-operate by restricting their visiting to the af­
ternoon and evening.
At Monday night’s meeting of council the mayor and 
aldermen agreed to pay one-third of the cost. The other 
two-thirds will be borne by the hall itself and North 
Saanich.
Congratulations to Sidney stores who are decorating 
their windows or encouraging their staff to wear nautical 
costumes. The staff at the Cameo Beauty Salon are 
wearing navy middy blouses, red lanyards, and straw 
hats.
In a letter to council the hall committee said that the 
need for rewiring came to light following a small fire 
which occurred in the library premises recently. It was 
decided to proceed with the job at once, and in orde:r to 
handle the cost, to defer paving the hall parking, lot 
which will only be repaired at this time.
The new room on the west side of Sanscha (behind the 
indoor stage) will be the depot for St. John’s Ambulance 
Corps. Members of this group will be on duty throughout. 
the three days ready to provide first aid or attend to any 
minor emergencies that might arise. St. John’s members 
will also be in attendance at Tulista and the wharf areas. '
Council to review road plans
Central Saanich council 
will hold a public in­
formation meeting to 
discuss up-grading of West 
Saanich Road at 8 p.m.
in Brentwood 
7085 Wj-illace













A spokesman fo,:r the 
municipality said ciouncil 
members will be atte nding 
to review plans for 
widening the road, con- 
j^ucting sidewalks, in- 
^^^ing lights and pointing 
trees.
A few more volunteers are required to complete the 
staffing of information booths and concessions during 
the three day activities. Anyone who has one or two hours 
to spare and would like to help out should contact the 
Sidney Days Committee.
Those in charge of food booths are reminded that a 
location and a number are required from the Sidney Days 
committee prior to receiving approval from the Public 
Health Inspector.
For further information phone 656-4523, Thursday,’ 
10-12 noon and 2-4 p.m., Friday, 10-12 noon and 2-4
p.m.
Bas6ball and Lacrosse players 
ON JULY 1st, 2nd & 3rd
fy'








Just tell the Molly-O la(Jy which team you play on.
FROM THE MERCHANTS 
OF THE BEACON PLAZA MALL.
will be held
MONIDAY, JULY 3,
7 P.AA. to 1 A.M.
at the 15IDNEY HOTEL
Tickets are $12 per person and include a 
sniorgn.sbord siippc ir.
Tickets obtainable at the Sidney Hotel or from 
chamber members.
Cowichan Bay Outhouses 
will be competing against 
each other during weekend 
festivities but at a different 
time mentioned in the 
official program. There’ll 
be on the water off Sidney 
Wharf at 10 a.m. Sunday', 
not on Monday.
(For the uninitiated, the 
outhouses are floating 
toilets.)
Raffle winners
In the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital raffle draw June 
14, prize winner Mrs. H. 
Payne received a picture, 
Mrs. G. McWilliams, 





PRIME OFFICE OR RETAIL SPACE 
IN HIGH TRAFFIC COUNT PLAZA
DUL-A-CLAIM
liiqiiirics invited on 1000 .sq, ft. (can be 




If wa have an Autoplanclaim, don't 
eometothe Victoria ClalmCOntie.
Just call 3807822
botmon 8:30 AM ami ‘1:30 PM. Monday to Friday Inctuslyo.
This is (I new system to speed 
up service nnd to save you 
valuable time.
Wlien you coil, bo sure to have 
your owner's Certificate of 
Insurance and driver's llcenco handy. 
If you wore involved in an accident, 
it wuiilii iiuip if yen ceuid iot dawn 
the main details.
Wo wili toko your occidont ropoit 
ovor the phono and orrango nn 
appointment for you to bring In your 
car for n damep appraisal at 
your convonienco.
a Restaurant 
a Gift Shop 
a Florist 
a Hardware Store 
A Shoe Store
Wo know it wiil save you valuable 
time. Wo think it will help us to 








A Cirocer/Cohvcnicnce Store 
A Baker *
A Beauty Salon 
And many otlter service stores
VVe have under construction a rinaliiy building 
at the corner of Ml. Newton Xroad and East 
Sa.inicli Rd. A ncA Brandi of the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce Will be fcuiurcU, 
There is ample parking and the Post Office is just 
nest door,
S|)acc IS available (ui lease for your business m 
this location.
. IMcastt Call iin:
Vhforh 388-6515
Vancouver 873-8215, 684"8917
OFBWnSHCOUJMBIA Danelair Developments ltd.
1619 DOlKiLAS ST. 






|| Hello! I’m going to be taking over Maureen Mllgram’s 
jcolumn for the summer. Look for a short, blonde person 
irushing around the centre and that will be me. I’m going 
jto be looking after public relations until September, so 
you’ll be hearing a lot from me. I’m usually at the centre 
on Sundays, so if you come out for a swim or to use some 
of the other facilities, drop by the office and say Hi!
I’d like to get to know this community and the only 
way that I can do that is by talking to you and finding out 
what you would like to see happen here at the centre. This 
is going to be a busy summer here with many special 
events so keep your summer program handy and mark the 
dates on your calendar so that you don’t miss a thing.
* * *
Rich Bradshaw, one of our recreation leaders, visited 
the Sidney senior citizens centre recently and asked for 
their comments about the recreation programs and 
facintics. He received a number of good suggestions, such 
as:
•A hand rail around the swirl pool.
•A bench in the front hall.
•Staggered times for swimming sessions to reduce 
crowding in change rooms.
*A lift to ease entry and removal from pool forhan- 
dicapped and elderly.
•Improvement of fioor surfaces in pool dressing 
rooms.
•A rifle range near the Panorama Leisure Centre.
All suggestions were forwarded to recreation super­
visors for consideration. Since municipal bylaws prohibit 
discharge of firearms within municipalities a rifle range is 
not feasible. Sidney Kiwanis Club and Panorama staff 
have been discussing plans for co-operative funding of a 
pool lift. Most of the other suggestions will be im­
plemented during the next few months. We thank senior 
citizens for their suggestions and will encourage their 
ideas for the future.
, * * *
. The summer staff are in need of croquet sets for the 
Great Croquet contest on July 2. If you own a croquet set 
and would be willing to loan it to us for two hours during 
Sidney Days, phone the Panorama Leisure Centre at 656- 
7271 and ask for Rick Bradshaw.
* * *
,This weekend we celebrate Sidney Days, and there ^s 
truly something for everybody. On Saturday we have “Ye 
Olde Panorama Pub Night”. If you don’t already have 
your tickets, there is still time to purchase them at the 
many outlets in Sidney, or at the centre. Prices are $3. 
advance, and $3.50 at the door. It’s going to be an ex­
citing and entertaining evening filled with the music of 
Chick Webb and his orchestra, and featuring the very 
talented Muriel Bertrand.
The Four Seasons group will be presenting excerpts 
from their “Gilbert and Sullivan” summer repertoire, as 
we|l as a preview of the“Smile Show” by Jerry Gosley’s 
group. Doors open at 8:15, the dance starts at 9 p.m. and 
goes until 2 a.m. Bring your friends and come early to get 
good seats. We look forward to seeing everyone there.
pur own White Rabbit hopped through 
various Sidney schools telling of the many programs that 
we’re offering this summer. He also stuttered: ov^r the■ 
name “Peninsula Peoples’ Participarty”, our two-week 
extravaganza starting July 24 and continuing until Aug. 
4. We’ll be featuring cooking classes, folk dancing, 
pottery, cartooning and a family cookout to name only a 
few of the many activities. The next time you’re out at the 
centre, pick up one of the yellow “PPP” brochures and 
register your family for the program.
Last Saturday was the skateboard clinic and South 
Island zone championship. Monty Little and the Pro-Am 
demonstration team showed an excellent film on safety in 
skateboarding, and explained how to protect yourself 
from injury with proper safety equipment. They made a 
great impression on the boys and their parents who at­
tended the clinic. Ben Bindley of Cable 10 TV came out 
to film both events and captured some incredible footage 
of ramp-riding, slalom and freestyle events. This film will
be shown on July 4. Check your TV schedule for the time.
* * *
Rcmcinbcr that whenever you regit
Remember th^t whenever you register for one of our 
programs you are eligible to enter our prize draw. All that 
you have to do is to sign your name, address and phone 
number on the back of our ca.sh register receipt and 
deposit it in the blue barrel by the front entrance. Several 
names will be drawn each week throughout the summer.
: Winners of the first draw, held on June 24, were: Rod 
Haii-sbcru - a family book of tickets, Liz Ponlinho - one 
jickei to the “Motorama”, and Andrea Ruddy - one 
I’amily enrollment to the participarty. The winners from 
the Sunday draw were: Mrs. Elaine Jones - a dinner for 
two at the Sidney Hotel, and S.J, Douglass - two tickets 
ft) any one of the productions by the Four Seasons 




Jennifer Lindsay, 13, of 2189 Henry Avenue, Sidney, 
has won first prize in an essay and poem contest, the 
Captain Cook Committee announced Tuesday.
The committee sponsored the contest as part of this 
year’s Captain Cook bicentennial celebrations.
Honorable mention goes to Brigid Barriscale, 13 
2057 Piercy Avenue, Sidney.
Both girls submitted stories on Cook - Jennifer at­
tempted to look at life today through the eyes of the 
famous explorer, Brigid reviewed the years since Cook 
first arrived at Friendly Cove and the impact of the 
white man on these shores.
Prizes will be awarded Saturday during the stage 
show to be held at Sanscha grounds.
SAFER renters need to 
re-apply for benefits
Senior citizen renters 
receiving benefits under the 
province’s SAFER 
programme need to 
complete a re-application 
form, as the programme 
concludes its first year of 




are required once a year to 
ensure that our senior 
citizens are receiving all the 
benefits to which they are 
entitled,” he said. “Forms 
were mailed out last month, 
and must be returned
before July 10 if benefits 
are to continue without 
interruption into the new 
benefit year starting July
i-”
Any senior failing to re­
apply before September 1 
could find themselves 
ineligible during July.
Irrattunofi




NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652-2413
Hours_9 a.m. '-12 a.in. daily
JUNE SPECIAL
SALAD BAR
OVEN BAKED SCONE BREAD 
WHOLE ATLANTIC BABY





READ ANY GCKDD 
LABELS LATELY?
A basic guide to the Who, What, Where, When 
and Why of Shopping Canadian.
Why should you Shop Canadian?
Every time you buy something made in 
Canada, you help keep a Canaoian working. 
You help keep Canadian money inside 
Canada. You help to expand and strengthen 
Canada's economy.
When you think about it, you help yourself.
When should you Shop Canadian?
Whenever you're satisfied that the product 
or service you need is
(A) made or grown iti Can.id.i .ind
(B) of equal or better value and quality. 




^ Sunday Brunch 11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
ffia
What is made in Canada?
Just about everything you need to help 
you live the life you want.
As the saying goes, we have no bana­
nas, but we do have Apples, Bandages, 
Cranes, Drills, Elevators, Furniture, 
Glassware, Holiday resorts. Insulation, 
Jewellery, Kitchen appliances, Lumber, 
Machinery, Newspapers, Office equip­
ment, Potatoes, Quilts, Rope, Steel, Tires, 
Umbrellas, Vaccines, Wines, X-Ray 
equipment. Yarns, and Zippers.
Everything, in other words, from A to Z.
Who should Shop Canadian?
Every day, most of us have the choice. 
Whether we're buying groceries for the 
home or supplies for business, farm or 
industry.
If each of us added only $10 a week to 
Canadian made purchases, Canada 
would be over 10 billion dollars belter 
off in just one year.
Who should Shop Canadian?
You should.
Where does it say Made in Canada?
Sometimes it doesn't. Sometimes a sign says 
"Produce of P.E.I." Or "B.C. Apples" or 
"Fabrique au Quebec" or "Made in Manitoba" 
or "New Brunswick Sardines" or "Crown by 
Saskatchewan Farmers" or ".A product of 
Alberta" or "Fresh from Newfoundland" or 
"Manufactured in Ontario" or "Nova Scotia 
Lobster."
The point is, if you take the trouble to find 
out, you can usually tell.
And, if it's made anywhere in the ten 









Inner-Tube races starting at 11:00 a.m. A novelty 
race from the lower wharf to the beach. Con- 
te.stants must wear and supply own lifejacket. 
Take part in our “Greased Watermelon Race” 
commencing at 1:00 - Sunday afternoon.
Water-Ski Demonstration - Marc Crane - Sunday 
at 2:30 p.m.
MONDAY, JULY 3rd
Log Rolling Contest at 1:00 p.m. All contestants 
must wear running shoes.
Treasure Hunt - 2:30 p.m. at Sidney Wharf for 
ages 9 to 13.
Design your own “Webbed Feet” and join us for 
our Walk on Water Contest at 3:00 p.m.
Persons wishing to participate plca.se go to the 
lower wharf fifteen minutes prior to your event. 
For more Information please call Etilth Saunders 
at Ihc Leisure Centre at 656-7271.
Government Gouvernement
of Canada du Canada
Industry, Trade Industrie
and Commerce . et Commerce
■ . ' ■ Jack Horner, Jack Horner 
^ S’-'M'fi'Steir y ■ ministre-
tefcA This ad was made in Canada. Making this ad employed
(for a period of time) a writer, an art director, an 
3ccount executive, a media buyer, a media planner, 
a typesetter, an engraver, a platemaker, a traffic 
operator, several switchboard operators, various 
' mailmen, shippers and secretaries, publication
/ vV reps, publication make-up people, not to mention
all their various suppliers.
Everyone of these people lives and works in 























PORK STEAK $1 39I..B. I
: Remember, our pool reopens July 4, so watch for the 
jjwimclasses and new aquatic events, 








Fr«nth CflfMidlnn R*o Soup 
Ontario Solod 
lOOOUIondDratilng 
Rooit Rilma Albarto Rib ol D«»l 
Now Riuniwlck riddlahaodi 
Prlnco Edward lulond 
Sokod ttuMad Polalool 
ChompognoSorbat 
Yukott CoHoo




























& CHEESE , 
DINNER i
7!4 0Z.\












4 ROLL 1 PLY 93
CALIFORNIA
PEACHES or NECTARINES
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE AAAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $19.00 up
Moitly with full kitchoni 





For broctiuro and rinerviitioDi wtitti '
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
i M Nofnlpy U, VificAUVftiy m FHont §#«• 664
j)at><aMiieeweawii«i*i»aii|iiiMi»ii>iiwi»Xia>Mi»iii>iiiwiiwi»iMi>'wsw»iiiiw>iwMieaiiiiMWTiM iit>iMiuiiiwiiin»i '
Tlw Wadddnr, Daf> Has Somcihins For Everyone
Food billing ^J^om
SERVING SUPERB BRITISH CUISINE 




‘ WaddllwcJ Dojd V
Dining Lounge
BRU kSH PIANO & DANCING . 
EVERY I RIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BIJFFHT 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
........................... ......... . m ■■mmwmaiwaimnsiswwintai^iwwiM »
COFFEE SHOP
' OPEN 9 TO 9 DAILY
' AMf RICAN CXt'RtiKS • MASTTRCHAROh * cIimSx
PATWOA BAY HIGHWAY AT 
ivri . Nl WlON Cm)S.SROAD 
SAANICinON PHONE 652-1146



































WE WILL BE CLOSED CANADA DAY, JULY 1$t
STORE HOURS
CLOSED SUNDAY & MONDAY! 
OPEN*. I ur*«|«y WeanesdRy 9!00-(»s00 
THURSDAY 9:00-9!00 
FRIDAY 9:00-6:00 SAT, OtOO-Si.TO
CO-OP PENINSULA CONSUMER SERVICES COOPERATIVE
2132 KEATING X ROAD 
CENTRAL SAANICH








Work crews have been busy at Sanscha Park readying 
the diamond for the annual July 1 softball tournament.
This season, because one of the league teams will not be 
entering the tournament, Saltspring Island has been 
invited to send a team. The games will start at 10 a.m. 
July 1, and continue at two-hour intervals. Sunday’s 
games will start at 8 a.m., and Monday’s at 10 a.m. The 
final games of the tournament will be at 2 p.m. Monday, 
and at 4 p.m., if necessary.
During league play this week, Travelodge defeated 
Tsawout 5-0. A1 Stewart went the distance for Travelodge 
Monday night, giving up six hits, walking one, and 
striking out five. Gordon Bob started for Tsawout, gave 
up eight hits, no walks, and struck out none. Emile 
Maurice, the relief pitcher, gave up no hits, walked one, 
and struck out five.
Mark McNally-Dawcs aided the Travelodge effort with 
a hoincr.
A three-run fifth inning gave Harvey’s the win.
Falconer and Bowden threw for Prairie Inn, while Dick 
Michaud, and the winning pitcher Don Collins threw for 
Harvey’s. Collins was chosen the MVP of the ball game 
by the Channel 10 TV crew, who cover every Wednesday 
night game. Collins hit in the tieing run as well as being 
the winning pitcher.
Thursday, Brentwood dealt Travelodge a 7-0 loss 
behind the three-hit pitching of Rob Guenther. Brent­
wood took six hits from A1 Stewart including Doug 
Boden’s homer, and a triple by Bob Lougheed.
Garden club July flower show
Hermsen Construction defeated Sidney Hotel 4-3 
Friday night for Hotel’s second loss of the week, and 
their third in a row. Hotel jumped to a 3-0 lead in the first 
inning, but Hermsen came back with two in the second, 
one in the fourth, and a final in the sixth to win the game.
Carl Reid made his debut for Hotel but was relieved by 
Dave Scotney who takes the loss. Dan Woods recorded 
the win.
Sidney and North 
Saanich Garden Club plans 
a summer flower show at 
Margaret Vaughn-Birch 
Hall, 9691 4th Street, 
Sidney, July 8, 1:30 to 5 
p.m.
Admission is 50 cents^^ 
refreshments will die
available.
All exhibits^ rhust be in 
containers supplied by the 
club. The hall will be open 
from 9 to 11 a.m. for 
receiving entries. Judging is 
at noon and only officers 
will be permitted in the hall 
at that time.
The show is open «o 
anyone with the exception 
of professional growers. 
Entry cards may be ob­
tained in advance from, the 
club president, membership 
chairman or show convenor 
or at the hall on the day of 
the show.
Remodelling for energy efficiency
1 uesday, Saanich Breakers squeaked a 3-2 victory 
trom Sidney Hotel. Brian Scotney gave up five hjts, and 
struck out 10 enroutc to recording the win over his 
brother Dave. Dave Scotney gave up eight hits and struck
out seven.
ft,.
Harvey’s took a 9-6 come-back victory from Prairie 
Inn Wednesday. P.I. took a 6-3 lead in the fourth after 
scoring five runs, but Harvey’s came back to tie the game 
with three runs of their own in the bottom of the fourth.
Sunday, Brentwood took both halves of a double 
headder with Sidney Hotel putting the Hotel into a five- 
game slump.
In the first game, a homer by Doug Boden and two by 
Doug Harrison, helped Brentwood to a 7-3 lead in the 
sixth inning. A four-run rally by Hotel, tied the game in 
the top of the seventh, but Brentwood came back and 
Ron Grant scored to win the game in the bottom of the 
inning.
A1 Cross and Rick Hardie both homered for Hotel 
during the game, but Dave Scotney was .still tagged with 
the loss. The win goes to Rob Guenther.
Rob Guenther recorded his second win of the day in the 
second game when homers by Wilson, Harrison, and 
Frampton, combined to aid Brentwood in the 8-4 victory. 
For Harrison, the sixth inning drive, was his third of the 
day,and his’first three hits of the season.
A1 Cross had a fine day at the plate, with three for three 
in the second game, and two for four in the first, for 
Sidney Hotel.
B.C. Hydro is helping 
home builders and 
remodellers to plan for 
energy efficiency with a 
newly-published in- 
formation kit.
Packed with “how-to” 
information and energy­
saving ideas, the kits are 
available free at all Hydro 
district offices and by mail 
from B.C. Hydro Energy 
Services Division, 1045 
Howe St., Vancouver V6Z 
2B1.
The kits contain six 
booklets dealing with the 
whys and hows of energy 
conservation generally; 
heating systems and in­
sulation; kitchen and 
laundry planning; lighting 
and wiring; water heating, 
and finally, solar energy as 
a source of heat.
Tim Newton, manager of 
Hydro’s energy services 
division, points out that 
energy efficiency helps 
preserve the province’s 
resources as well as 
providing comfort and 
economy in individual 
homes.
Newton recommends that 
energy-efficient ideas 
should be considered at the 
planning stage of building 
or remodelling, as 
alterations at a later date 
may be difficult and ex­
pensive.
Cost-of-operation tables 
throughout the kit indicate 
the savings to be expected 
from improved energy 
efficiency.
The booklet on solar 






The University ojE^'^Vic- 
toria’s entire colle<Jtion op 
contemporary BriU^rn 
Columbia paintings be 
viewed by the public from 
now until Aug. 21. The 
works of such B.C. artists 
as Jack Shadbolt, Don 
Jarvis, Gordon Smith, 
Maxwell Bates, Leonard 
Brett, Myfanwy Pavelic, 
Toni Onley, Ina D.D. 
Uhtoff and Nita Forrest 
will be displayed in a 
rotating exhibition at the 
Maltwood Art Museum and 







I liM 1 V SALE PRICE Each
PORTFOLIO III
Gladys Oldfield is dwarfed by magnificent 
peas more than six feet high grown by Norman 
Parsell, 1150 Benvenuto, Central Saanich 
Parsell has been growing the peas for six years in 
the same ground and reason for their ex­
traordinary growth is nodules left in ground by 
roots which release nitrogen into the soil. Miss 
Oldfield says.
■ h. : •
by Cloyerdale
ft: Vinyl, ready pasted, ;
Dry strippable wallcoverings , 
Regular price $4.98 per single roll
EFFECTIVE SALE DATES— JUNE 28- JULY 9,^1978 
All sale Hams sublecl to prior sale of stochs on hand and availability. Wfa rosorvo the right to limit quantitios.
: #t2103 EXTERIOR ALKYD FLAT j ft - _
^ J02100 EXTERIOR
, WKyTfUU ft_ 
1w Ltisiat HOVSI MWI
LOW lustre:
HOUSE PAINT
Regular price $15.98 per gallon.
; .''.H









































Sr.SO - $17,95 
pot single roll
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A PREVIIiW OF FALL FASHIONS 
Wednesday, July 5 
12:00 Noon 
SMORGASBORD 
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h('(l |)il(.ll $'l till IKK 111
BALE PRICE
INIt.KIOteiftTtrUlOh POUCH 4 IHIM
ENAMEL
:i t.didiie, III clHiiiiiii tiiirn |Plim Ciiiiy l.i|)lil Util/,. l'lni:k




1 mil; lliicKntjsu 
Ruguliir price 98' each
(ftll.HlOH MAHINI. h HUM
ENAMEL(i i.oiiiiii'i III I iKuKiii IroniHiiq |)iu,ii Wi.at.l |iiit ql
BAtf: PRICE
Regular price 





HIS HEnS TIIIM SASH,
;tOMMtl.OVA(l‘olviiuli.K)
SASH BRUSH




100 MM CLOVA (ColyiMJlur)
HiS BRUSH
Rog pricA $1 U!i rmch
BALE PRICE
$-149
hon prirn $? 00 nurti
BALE PRICE
Rnfl prico $5.il0 (inch
BALE PRICE











6 colours to choose from '-ii,. A.,
Regular price 
$17 90 por gallon
SALE PRICE
$i^98
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11/2 l*lnl Cuti Si Freeze Jurs wiili lids 
lieg. Qiinrl Ma.son Jiirs witli lids 
Wide Moiiili 32 oz. Mnson .liirs with lids 
16 oz. IlcR. Mason .lurs with lids 
1 Doz, Wule Mnuili Mason Ooine 
1 Doz, Mason Caps with dome lids 
8 oz. Quilted Crystal Jelly Jur.s 
12 0/., Quilted Crysinl Jelly .tiirs 
8 dz. Reg. Jelly Ghwses with plastic lids 
21 Quurl Cuniu r 
















Wax, lorig.s, funnels, Pressure canners, &. all your
cantiiiii, m.*.!;,.
Ilrerilwooil Shopping Cenire 
CortJir Verdier A W. Santildi Ihl. 





For Al! Your Sewing 
& Knifting Needs





Sidney Kinsmen Twirlers 
and Drum Corps par­
ticipated in Langford’s 
Glencolme Days Parade 
June 10. Awards won were: 
majorettes with batons, 1st, 
flag drill corps, 1st, drum 
corps, 2nd, pom pom drill 
corps, 2nd.
The corps competed in 
the Drillerama following 
Buccanneer Days June 17. 
Juv. drill, 1st, Juv. parade, 
1st, junior drill, 1st, dance 
and twirl teams. House of 
Bamboo, 1st, drum corps, 
2nd, junior parade, 3rd, 
surfing safari, 3rd.
The corps held its annual 
concert and awards night 
June 22. The corp en­
tertained families and 
friends and awards were 
presented by Ken Wid- 
difield, president, Sidney 
Kinsmen.
Mr. and Mrs. G.R.L. 
Warren have had as their 
guest, their daughter, Mrs. 
Alexander (Penelope) 
Howard from her home in 
England. She came to visit 
her parents following her 
father’s accident on Beacon 
Ave. and while he was a 
patient in Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
A joint meeting of the 
Saanich Pioneer Society 
and the Historical Artifacts 
Society was held in the 
Pioneer Log Cabin, 
Saanichton, on June 20. 
The meeting was enjoyable 
and between the business
annual rally
The annual rally of the 
Saanich Holstein 4-H Club 
took place June 17. Mary 
Hodgson won both 
Champion Calf and 
Champion Showman. 
David Taylor won Reserve 
Champion Showti^ and 
William' TaylorTs^Valf 
^ placed Reserve Champio^ _ 
' In the quiz Gillian 
Yelland placed first with
Doug Anderson only two
points behind. Mary 
Hodgson received a third in 
this event.
Ian Anderson, William 
and David Taylor presented 
a demonstration on how to 
milk a cow and placed 
second. The Grand 
Aggregate Trophy was won 
by Mary Hodgson with 
: Gillian Yelland and William 




1 Discovery Toastmistress 
I Club held its final meeting
* before the summer recess 
; on June 8, at the club 
1 house. Contributing to the
* SUCCC.SS of the evening was
* the presence of 10 guc.sts, A 
\ pot luck buffet, enhanced 
; by white table clotlis, 
t candles and flowers was 
I enjoyed.
■ Highligiiis of the past 
.‘season were reviewed. 
'These included the club’s 
'charter installation 
banquet, visits by in­
dividual members to other 
'dubs, participation in the 
'Golden Gavel competition 
in Victoria, nnd attendance 
■ot Toastmistress council 
meetings. Discovery Club 
brought home the "Leaves 
ol Gold" attendance award 
-from Council 5 meeting 
Jteld in Nanaimo on June 4.
Sidney Silver Threads 
held a rose show in the 
senior citizens centre June 
22. Winners were:
Class 1. H.T. 1 bloom 
yellow. 1st, Mrs. D. 
Townsend; 2nd, Mrs. G. 
Bosher; 3rd, Mrs. D. 
Keeping.
Class 2. H.T. 1 bloom, 
white. 1st, Mrs. D. 
Townsend; 2nd, Mrs. G. 
Bosher; 3rd, Mr. J. Bosher.
Class 3. H.T. 1 bloom 
peace. 1st, Mrs. D. 
Townsend; 2nd, Mrs. G. 
Beck; 3rd, Mr. J. Bosher.
Class 4. H.T. 1 bloom. 
Tropecana. 1st, Mrs. D. 
Keeping; 2nd, Mrs. M- 
Bosher; 3rd, Mr. H. 
Ramond; T
Class 5. H.T. 1 bloom, 
pink. 1st, Mrs. 
McAmmond; 2nd, Mrs. 
Fairley; 3rd, Mrs. D. 
Townsend.
Class 6. H.T. 1 bloom, 
red. 1st, Mrs. R. 
McCormick; 2nd, Mrs. G. 
Beck; 3rd, Mrs. D. 
Keeping.
Class 7. H.T. 1 bloom 
any other colour. 1st, Mrs. 
1. Chamberline; 2nd, Mrs. 
D. Keeping; 3rd, Mrs. D. 
Jackson.
Class 8. H.T. 3 of any 3 
varieties. 2nd, Mrs. M. 
Hoover; 3rd, Mrs. D. 
Keeping.
Class 9. 1 stem .small
Liiseum
salutes Cook
Sidney Museum will be 
saluting Sidney Days 
celebration with extended 
hours and a special nautical 
di.splay featuring a model of 
the H.M.S. Endeavour, the 
ship Cook .sailed on his first 
pacific coast voyage of 
di.scovcry from 1768 to 
1771. Charts of both 
Cook’s and Vancouver's 
voyages will also be on 
display.
The materials presented 
for the celebration arc on 
loan from the Victoria 
Maritime Museum, Sidney, 
Museum will be open 10 
a.m, to 8 p.m. July 1,2, 
and 3.
Deep Cove Chalet
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch 
Wednesday through Sunday
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening 
Any other day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
656-3541
HAIRSTYLIST
READY TO LISTEN TO YOUR IDEAS...







meeting and the en­
tertainment, delicious 
refreshments were served by 
the ladies. A donation of 
$50 to the Pioneer Society 
was received from Saanich 
Cablevision in memory of 
Mrs. J.J. Young, a long­
time resident of Central 
Saanich.
The next meeting of the 
Pioneer Society will be held 
on Sept. 18, and will be 
preceded by a pot luck 
supper. Archie Miller of the 
Historical Artifacts Society 
showed his movies of scenes 
on the Saanich Peninsula, 
which was very much
enjoyed. Plans were made 
for the Saanichton Fair, 
members volunteering to be 
on duty at the door. 
******
The Brentwood UCW 
and their friends wound up 
a busy season with a 
smorgasbord dinner at the 
Waddling Dog recently. 





9 to 9 Monday tliru Friday Saturday 9 to 6
«
Mrs. R. Kaltenbach of 
7086 Brentwood Drive has 
returned from a cruise to 
Alaska, returning via the 
White Pass Railway to 
Whitehorse and by bus 
down the Alaska Highway.
Starts July 3rd 
Take Advantage of a 
20-50%
Saving on Spring & 
Summer Wear
Pant Suits, Dresses, Blouses, 
Pants, Skirts, Shorts & Tops.
Sizes: 7/8 to 44Vi
BE WISE
flowering rose. 1st, Mrs. M. 
Riddell; 2nd, Mrs. M. 
Bosher.
Class 10. 1 stem
florabunda. 1st, Mrs. 1. 
Chamberline; 2nd. Mrs. G. 
Bosher; 3rd, Mr. R. 
McCormick.
Class 11. collection of 
H.T. roses, 3 or more. 1st, 
Mrs. D. Townsend.
Class 12. collection of
florabunda roses. 1st, Mrs. 
McAmmond; 2nd, Mrs. E. 
Fairley; 3rd, Mrs. Watt 
Special class — collection 
of miniatures. 1st, Mrs. D. 
Keeping.
Best rose in the show ~ 
R. McCormick.
Judge was J. Crosley, 
show committee, Mr. and 
Mrs. Bert Bosher and Mr. 
and Mrs. Jack Young. '
SHOP EARLY
7105 West Saanich Rd. 652-3143 ^
Graceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
QUALITY CAKES, 
PASTRIES, BREAD
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.
[PRICES EFFECTIVE JUNE 29 - 3] OPEN JULY 1st, 12 - 6







FULL CUT BON E l
LB.
BONELESS













To welcome you back or simply to introduce 
you to the REAL meal, we're having a special 




Mon., July 3, Tues., July 4 & Wed., July 5.
Purchase our famous AAIKEBURGER 
or CHOPPED BEEF DIMMER for ju$i>1.00. EA. 24 oz.
MIBMWWI
So come on in and get acquainted. We'd love 
to see you I
FRENCH MAID 
180 oz.
ONLY AT MR. MIKE'S, SIDNEY
Come Get a «oa/Meal!
CANADA NO. 1 
BING
CHARBROILED STEAKS
HI’ACON PI.AZA MAIJ. CHERRIES
MON.-THURS. 11:30 - 8:00 
FRi.-SUN. 11:30 • 9:00
LB.
Page 12 REVIEW



















Sparling TOWNHOUSE, two bedrooms, 1'4 both, fridge and stove. Two car 
parking. $300. month. 656-1337. 26-1
Tpii§t
[Est. 1912]






VERY NICE ONE BDRM. basement 
suite in Sidney. Available July 15, to 
single non-smoking person. 656- 
4425. 26-1
FURNITURE RESTORATION one
refInishing. Hand rubbed finishes • 
all types of repairs • wood turning • 
chairs tightened. Brentwood 652- 
4387. 24-3
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 imh 
Rotovotor. Prompt courteous service.
MATURE STUDENTS I Earn $6 to $7 per 
hour plus bonus with interesting 
summer work. Write Fuller Brush 
Co.. Box 108, c/o 808. 207 West 
Hastings St.. Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
1H7 or Mr. T. Diamond. General 
Delivery. Station R'. Kelowna, B.C. 
V1X4K3. 21-tf
SPECIAL ONE WEEK 
OPEN WATER SCUBA COURSE 




SUPER NEIGHBORHOOD GARAGE 
SALE. Soturdoy July 1st. 10-4. Lawn 
mower, tent 10x15; Gendron baby 
bu99y« *65 Chev; Kirby vacuum, toys, 
household items, many other 








This lovely 2 bedroom 
home sparkles from ceiling 
to rich shiny oak floors. A 
one owner home with large 
fenced yard, exceptional 
garden, full basement and a 
variety of convenient built- 
in features. Just one block 
from marinas - a steal at 
$51,900. MLS.
PAUL HYATT 656-3150 
LOT
NORTH SAANICH 
.51 ACRE - SEA VIEW
Experimental Farm 
$33,500
This -is a flat sunny lot - 
mostly cleared - water 
available - trees on north 
boundary - an area of fine 
homes. Drive by my sign on 
Emard Terrace and call: 
PAUL HYATT AT 656- 
3150
COUNTRY CHARMER 
This choice property in a 
top location is a must see 
for the discriminating 
buyer. Secluded, yet not 
isolated, this cedar home 
hesltes in a treed, natural 
setting. Living room with 
fireplace, dining area 
opening onto a deck, 
compact kitchen, 3 
bedrooms, 1'A bath^, 
laundry area on main floor. 
Extras include full 
basement with big rumpus 
room i double garage, and 
so rriuch more. Listed at 
$81^500. My pleasure , to 
show anytime. MLS 34109 
MRS. E. FARQUHAR- 
SON 656-5808
T: ■BUDGETBUY;"; ,T
Compact co-op unit in 
Marina Park complex. 
Living room with balcony 
off, dining area, compact 
galley kitchen, one large 
bedroom, 4-pce bath. Close 
10 marina in a well 
maintained building. 
Owner very anxious and 
will consider offers on 
asking price of $25,000. 
MLS 34111






The last on Marchant Rd., 
near the sea, treed, ser­
viced.
3-6100 sq, ft.-$23,000 







Three bedrooms, one full 
and two 2-pce baths, large 
deck, ample parking for rec 
vehicle PLUS a fully 
finished basement with 
delightful bed/sitling room, 
rec room with 2nd fireplace 
and much more. Home, 
lawns, and garden are 
immaculate. Well priced to 
sell quickly at only $76,900.
1,64 ACRES 
4628 W. Saanich Rd. 
[Near Red Bam, Antiques] 
“Modern 3 bedroom home 
w/full bsmt.
“Modern barn and shop 
wired, insulated and 
plumbed.
“Property is cross fenced, 
has lovely views and is 
ideally suited to gardening, 
or raising chickens or most, 




3 bedrooms, full bsmt, 2 
fireplaces, easy access to 
beach. Priced at only 
$93,500. It has 100’ of 




-A truly different 3 
bedroom plan.
-Over Yz acre quiet corner 
of the peninsula 
-2 floor-to-ceiling brick 
fireplaces > ^
-twin seal glass ;
-teak laminate kitchen 
cabinets and vanities 
-two 4-pce baths. -
Price has been reduced to a 
low ; $81,900. MLS. LET 
ME SHOW IT TO YOU. 
LARRYPRUDEN 477- 
7497
Montreal Trust Company 
Sidney 656-3924
OPEN HOUSE 
9865 2nd St. - Sidney 
Sat., July 1st-2-4 
Sun., July 2nd - 2-4 
Waterfront home within 
easy walking distance to 
Shopping, Marina, etc. Has 
approx. 185’ frontage with 
nice beach, excellent views 
of Marine Activity, etc. 
Home has 2 bedrooms, 4- 
pcc bath and 2-pce cn-suite, 
carport, deck, lots of 







Montreal Trust Company 
Sidney 656-3924
..swart/.bAy'" ,
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, main floor 
with patio. Quiet mature adults. 
$205. includes cable, parking, water, 
stove & fridge. 656-3363. 26-1
656-1748. If
WANTED, boy to cut lawn. Madrono 
Drive. Phono 656-2304 . 26-1












ONE BEDROOM SUITE, single adult 
only. $235.00 includes utilities and 
laundry. 656-2419. 26-1
MISC fob sals
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, elderly couple 
preferred. Phone 656-3563 . 26-1
FOR ALL YOUR 









CONVEKT Y DUR OLD WHALING 
EQUIPMENT to CASH!! Highest 
prices paief for old (lotising irons. 
Write "Iron”. General Delivery. 
Victoria. P.O.
RAISE EARTHWORMS. Growers 
needed. Buy-back contract provides 
year-round morket. High profit 
potential. Full or part-time. Write 
Bait Barn Worm Farms, 253 Arbour 
Ave.. North Vancouver, B.C. V7J 2E8, 
or call 986-1033 . 26-1
MORTGAGE LOANS promptly 
nr ranged onywhere in B.C. Infor­
mation ond relerences on request. 
J D- Phillips Capital Corporation, 
10673 King George Highway. Surrey. 
B C, V31 2X6. Phono 58H 0411 doys. 
or 5M5 !603 evenirrgs. 15 tf
GARAGE OR SHED 
Sidney or immediote vicinity 
Free Easy Access 
Phone after 5 p.m. 
656-1595
REFLECTIONS: Nearly New Shop, 
2448 B Beacon Ave., Alley behind 
Beacon Barber. Neorly new clothing 
for tho entire family. 25'tf
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE for 
solid brass products. Sell retail or 
wholesale. $500.00 investment 
secured by inventory. Starts you 
moking big SSS. For information 
phono Duncan 748-2437 evenings. 26- 
1
50% COMPLIMENTARY PINK Gift 
Certificates are cancelled as of this 







quired as Sub- 
vending machine 









CHEAP — Horse Manure, $7.00 pick­




If you are looking for a 
secluded setting not far 
from the Marinas or Ferry, 
please consider this 
charming home on Curteis 
Point. MLS Asking 
$89,500.
THREE BDRM HOME. Sidney orea. 
August 1st. Phone656-4564, 26-1
FOR THE BEST IN WOOL for knitting 
and crocheting. Kobe's Woolcrofts, 
9940-5th St. 25-tf
MALE. PATRICIA BAY SCIENTISTS, 
wishes to share house or rent room 
or suite starting July. Phone656-5431 
oskforKaren. 26-1
TENT TRAILER: good condition. Phone 
656-2838. 25-1
TO BUY OR LEASE 20 acres or more 
for horse breeding operation. Apply 
to Box G, Sidney Review. 26-2
WINDOW SCREENS: $2.50 each; 
Thermo units, all sizes, from $4.00 to 




Due to circumstances this 
three bedroom split must be 
sold as soon as possible. 
Located in South Sidney. 
MLS. Asking $51,900.
HOME SERVICES C 
EPIPMENTTQR SALE
FIREPLACE WOOD — Fir and Har­
dwoods. Cedar fence posts and rails. 
Phone 656-4213. 14-tf
WE SELL NEW and used office 
niture, filing cabinets, desks, tables, 
chairs etc. We also purchase good 
used furnishings. Phillips Capital 
Loosing, 10673 King George High­
way, Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 
588-0411. 24-4
AD MANAGER REQUIRED by 
progressive morning weekly 
averaging 28 metro pages. Must be 
bright, alert and eager to work hard 
along with very capoble ad sales rep. 
Basic salary, commission on dept's 
gross soles, and added incentives. 
Compensation range $15,000 to 
$18,000. We have concrete growth 
plans. Help make them happen and 
be rewarded accordingly. Located on 
Columbia River. Excellept working 
conditions, first rate stoff, booming 
city. Good recreational facilities ond 
regional college. Send somples, 
resume and renumeration history to: 
Burt Campbell, Publisher, Castlegar 
News, Box 3007, Castlegar, B.C. VIN 
3H4, Phone - office 365-7266, or home 
365-5834. 26-1
FIDDLE FUN for young children 
through 2UZUKI method. Pre­
registration for September 1970. 
Central Saanich Area. Call Mrs. Ngai, 
652-1914. 26-9
DISCERNING ADULTS - shop 
discreetly by moil. Send $2.00 for oui 
latest fully illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for both ladies and 
gentlemen. Direct action. Marketing 
Inc., Dept. U.K.. P.O. Box 3268, 







DID THE MAGICIANS OF LO fight the 
Time Makers? Read '‘The Talons of 
Time" by Paul Twitcheil. 26-1
BINGO: K of P Hall, every Thursday 8 
p.m. Everybody welcome. 23-tf
MR. AND MRS. DENNIS M.
GALLAGHER, Sidney, B.C. are 
pleased to announce the 
engogement of their second 
daughter. Shannon Denise, to 
Douglos Malcolm McLary. son of Mr. 
& Mrs. Gordon McClary, Victoria, 
B.C. The wedding will toke ploce 
Saturday, August 26, 1978 at 11:00 
a.m. in Queenswood Chapel, Vic­
toria, B.C. 26-1
KIWANIS BINGO Now Tuesday 
nights for your convenience. 1st and 
3rd Tuesdoy of every month starting 
at 7:30 p.m. 23-tt
VARIES
LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID Clinic, 
Mondays 1:45 p.m. to 4;30 p.m. 




Spacious 3 bedroom home 
oniy 2 years old. 
Meticulously maintained. 
Huge 31x17 rec room with 
fireplace and bar. Nothing 
more to be done. MLS 
$87,500.
ATTENTION! Your carpets comts 
clean with the "machine of Esteam". 
For equipment soles ond service or 
dealer enquiries contact: Harmony 
Floors Ltd., Box 1504, Fort Nelson, 
B.C. VOC IRO. Phone (604) 774-2747. 
23-4
100 SINGLE GLAZED ALUMIMUN
WINDOWS, sizes 2ft. x 2 ft. 6 inches, 
up to 10 ft X 3 ft 6 inches. Priced from 
S8.00 to S25.00. 656-6656. 15-tf
RETIRED OR SEMI-RETIRED couple to 
manage a 16 suite apartment in 
Sidney. 656-3363 . 26-1
RETIRED OR SEMI-RETIRED couple to 
manage a 16 suite apartment in 
Sidney. 656-3363 . 26-1
A QUIET WEDDING was solemnized 
in St. Paul's United Church on 
Thursdoy, June 22, 1978 when Mr. 
Norman West of Sidney. B.C. was 
united in marriage to Mrs. Bernice 
Francisco of Maliview Drive. Salt 
Spring Island. Rev. R.H, Pratt of­
ficiated. A few close friends v/ere in 
ottendance. 26-1
SIDNEY DAYS
First Annuol Snorkel Swim
From Sidney Spit to the Beacon
Avenue Boat Ramp. For details and
Entry Forms, Contact:






Located in Deep Cove not 
too far from the Marina. 
50’xl85’ (average) water in 
and approvaL received for a 




The lorgest one stop rental yord 




Mh' COOllM INGINE 
. 1 ■',] S 1 kM r I M O N
I jir ir. ;;' ■ i- ; t : V'OWErRS 
i.'i 'i [) 1 -i Ail K tOR
S SIR ■- '-N il ClJMSl H.
1 AWrif' 'V •: SNAPPER 
;( ) All A'.AKl ' 2 25
GARDEN
FISHPONDS
Easy to install unbreakable 
fibreglass approx. 4 ft. x 7 
fl. x 21 in. deep.
$169,00
Alpha
Fibreglass Mfg. Co. 
I02I8 Bowerbank Rd. 
Sidney 656-5121
26-2
1 AM A SMALL HOUSE in Deep Cove, I 
am smoll, I am quaint. I have o lovely 
view. My mum ond dad need a nice 
lady a few hours a week to keep me 
tidy. 656-5818 . 26-1
"THE TALONS OF TIME*' — the 
amazing journey to rescue John 
Skally's Soul from theTime Makers".
TRAILERS
MOVING SALE 10804 Madrono, Deep
Cove, Thursday only. Household 
Goods. Gordon Tools, 14 ft. plank 
boat. 26--1
OAK HALL STAND, two Wicker Choirs 




1977 NARCOLD VENTURER AC-DC 
refrigerotor. Asking $300. or, best 
offer. 656-1798 ofter 5 p.m.4 ; 26*1
KITTENS
5745.
tree to good home. 656- 
26-1
PORTABLE WASHER/SPIN 





economical hoYng with 2 
bedrooms on maiitsvpood 
size L.R. and kitchen, w-w. 
Cathedral e n t r a n c e-t 
Finished rec room and 3rd 
bedrooni in full basement. 





Immaculate three bedroom 
home with extra sun room 
off dining room plus in-law 
suite in lower level. Well 
landscaped corner lot, two 
drive ways. An attractive 




“Vancouver Island’s most 
complete supply of trailer- 
camper parts’’ '
EIGHT R. FIOURESCENT LIGHTS.
Reg. $27. now $10. Great for 




GLASCRAFT Road Runner 
1976 H,P, Johnson; 656-1485.
Propane Refilling 
Profiled Aluminunri
6459 Patricia Bay 
Hwy. 652-3941
1973 TROJAN 2500. new Torque, new 
brakes with log gropple, in good 
working condition. Phono (403) 567- 
4346 or (402) 567-4375. 26-1
FIELD STAFF Katimavik. on "ac­
tion/learning" programme, seeks 
committed group leaders to 
organize, supervise ond participate 
in community projects throughout 
Canada. These projects involve 
environmental-protection work, 
community services, cultural and 
educational activities. Group leaders 
will be responsible in a group living 
context, for the total working. Jiving 
and learning experience of the 17-22 
year old volunteer participants.
The position requires ability to 
communicate or to learn to com­
municate In English and French, ond 
at least one programme related skill 
such as alternative technology, 
construction,- orienteering, music, 
nutrition, crafts, etc.
QUALIFICATIONS
- Excellent group and interpersonal 
skills
• Experienced in crisis intervention
• demonstrated capacity to onimote 
and teach comporoble pge groups 
$8,000.00 for 10 month contract. Will 
relocate three times.
Applicants should be ready to start 
immediately. Transportation, room 
and board are provided. Please send 
o resume with a letter explaining 
what you have to offer to such a 
programme to: Katimavik, ^101-1956 
W. Broadway. Vancouver, B.C. V6J 
1Z2. 26-1
mm B BOATS 
. FOR SALB
SIDNEYS N. SAANICH 
GARDEN CLUB
Summer Flower Show
Margaret Vaughn - Birch Hall 





BUY IN SIDNEY 
& SAVE 
on
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motor­
cycles & Recreation 
vehicles.
CATTLEMEN 1 No matter what your 
breed preference, be sure and come 
to the 4th International Pinzgauer 
Congress. Calgary, July 12 to 16. An 
international panel of speakers will 
be featured along with a show and 
sale. Write or call for breed in­
formation ond congress octivities and 
tours. Canadian Pinzgauer 
Association, #401, 604-lst St.. S.W., 
Calgary, Alta. T2P 1M7. Phone (403) 
265-7236. 26-2
At Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on June 20, 1978, 
Mrs. Gordon Stanfield 
Barkley aged 63 Years,- 
born in Winnipeg, Man.- 
Late residence 406-10025' 
Rest Haven Drive, Sidney, J 
B.C. Resident of Sidney- ' 
area for the past 16 years 
formerly of Winnipeg. He 
leaves his loving wife Janet f 
at home. Sons Danny of ; 
Van. B.C. Lanny and ; 
family, Sidney, B.C. 2 step- I 
sons, Lionel Grant and I 
family, Winnipeg, Man. | 
Garry Grant and family;"-^" 
Nanaimo, B.C. 2 brothers,^ 
1 sister. Mr. Barkley served :
T
I
his country proudly 
World War II.
in
PLAN TO ATTEND PRINCETON Racing 
Days, July 7th and 8th. Por-mutue! 
betting. Two big days af Horse Racing 
at Princeton's Sunflower Downs Race 
track. 26-1















LADIES GREEN COAT, $30.: mon's 
raincoat, $25; various man's clothing. 
656-5010. 26p-l
CARPENTER 656-6487.. n-TF
TOP QUALITY ROOFING and gutters. 









HO.vI 1.5 lot on waicr niqins, 
ready I'oi building, l.ocuicd 
in Country Club, sandy 





ac, of treed land on 
Willis Point. All new 
homes, Melody price only
DEEP COVE
Distinguished .1 or 4 
bedroom, cxecniivc home 
on '/V ac, of intrk land, 
Economic, zone controlled, 




Modern bi-levcl, in 
residential urea. W 
West of I'erry 'J'crminal, 
Main flcmr, nauiral rock 
fireplace in living room; 
Suiuleck off dining room, 
lO'xlO* kitchen with buili- 
iii dishwuslK’i. .3 bedrooms, 
4 pc. bath with 2 pc, cn- 
suite, lower level lui.s fourth 
hedrofun. Municipal vvater 
supply, Vi acre vvoodetl lot, 




Jiick Mears Oak Buy Realty 









Jack Fetlierslon 652*2269 
JOHNSAEVADOU 
NO I AUY PUBLIC
Case 8 H.P.
1 a w n m 0 sv e r. 
demonstrator
Save $200 
John Deere 14 H.P. Tractor 
with Roiotillcr. Good 
condition.
$1795
Gas Powered weed ciitcr 
(demonstrator) 1 oniy.
New Universal 35 1-1.P. 
rracior, bully equipped,
Now only $5995.00 
Sears 14 H.P. Tractor with 
bliule &. Mower 
$1,395
Massey Harris riacior with 
side mount mower.
$tl95
D'7 3-T CATERPILLAR, $8500.00, TD 9 
I.H.C. $3500.00. 667 Clark Grapple 
lino 'comb. $55,000.00. 1971 GMC 
Astro 95 13 speed Rood Ranger 38 
Bogies 1000 - 20 rubber, $10,000,00. 
1977 Ford : 4x4, $5,000.00 ,1973 Chev 
350 automatic, $1500. 45 ft. HiBoy 
$2,000.00 , 8 61 Mack parts only.
• Some Crawler parts. Phono BIII Smith 
992-8201. 26-1
WORK WANTED Eurocrall - quality 
m.,.,.! -ly additions • roncivaltons - 
ital work. R,?asotiahtGd bn









- Dutih I tind..(.apr,-t 
(icjoin tivtiilablrt lot














Private service was held ' 
in the Sands Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C. on” 
June 23, 1978 at 11 a.m. 
Rev. Robert Sansom of­
ficiating followed by 
cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. If so 
desired donations may be; 
made to the T.B. Vets, 560 
West Broadway, Vari'.-,^ 




TEAM PERCHERON GELDINGS. Well 
broke lo forming, logging. With 
harness $1675,00, Norwegian Fjord 
horse geldings; 9 years $495.00 
Registered Nubian Spring bucks, 
$75.00, Phono 447-6682, Christina 
Lake, B.C, 26-1
BOYS OR GIRLS BIKE. Ago 6-9, 
Phono 656-2951.
Plus 7.5c (or postage end lion- I 
dlittg. Monuloclurod (rom UN- I 
WOVtN CoHoii umJ Kuyoii iibiut. J 
Rushed lu you directly from Iho I 
laclory. nenulliut pastel shades. . 
Novel lunvo llitl. MILLIONS sold | 
onnuelly. Hundreds o( uses. Sire ■ 
9"sl2". Ideal lor Ihe FARM, I
cintl sutimu.ilinii ..listiiLl 
,-.'1)1 Lintin-.hip ut nxi-.unnhlo 
Mi'vr lawns mainttiinnme 
Ynu iKll.li. It wi* will (It.) It 
' it-.timuti'-. Call 6'j6 ,'i'79^ 3 tl 
HOUSES! Additiuns, RtTMavations,
Cijhittot'. .-intl Fuint.uto. Design cinti 
Cont.lttti,tK.n Norm Ft inson 656' I /Oil.
;______ ' _ , ' 2-jl:
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. ' 5i,i' iitOi
Rnlnvatut. Piompt cautleou-. servito.
6':.r, IMM, 17 11
ALL PHASES "oT GArBenTnO.
Chitlins Voulim, 6!t<t 1595, 9 tl
17,5 FT. FISHING OR PLEASURE boat, 
as now. Easy Load trailer. 85 h-p. 
Mercury motor. Asking $4,000.00, 
Serious inquiries only please. Call 
656-5987 between 6-7 p.m. dolly. 23-





Sail and popper, show quolily, ex­
cellent family pels. Phono 832-7770 
or write J. Cummins, Box 1459, 
SolmonArm, B.C, V0E2T0. 26-1
'59 CHEVROLET PICKUP V, Ion, 6 cyl., 
a It. box with canopy. Good con- 
dillon, extra ports and oqulprnonl. 
SFiSO. View al First and Bovan Si. J.H. 
Port, 9710 First St. 26-1
Victoria, B.C., on t 
6th, 1978, Mrlj; 
Thomas Patrick Gibbons, 
aged 46 years. Born in-. 
Vancouver, B.C., late i 
residence 7944 Wallace Dr., 
Saanichton, B.C., formerly \ 
of Burnaby, B.C. He leaves, ! 
his loving wife, Winnie, at ; 
home; mother and .step- ; 
father, Mrs. and Mrs. F. ' 
Gronoski, Camano Island, . 
Wash.; dear sisler-in-lavv ^ 
and brother-in-law, Violet j 
and Jack Knol; cousins, | 
Idcll and Erwin, Rand and 1 
Janie. !
EDS OFFOHTDIttTV
MAZDA PICKUP with canopy. Two 
mounted wintor tiros. Good con­
dition. 28.000 miles $2850, 652-2462. 
26-1
I HOME and BUSINESS. Snmpio I 





AiiiUTsi 4 ac. level and 
cleared land on svaier and 
sewer, owner may accept 
terms. $280,(K)0.
RENTING
We will rent your home out 
tvhilp Vt'vii (irr* loviiv'








CtTsy, 5 hcvlroom home, 2 
fireidaecs.
•"•3,.3 aeres, gouimecl by 
evpeits. Piiikiug area iind 
loads idl Pitscd;
- Veil! loimd creek ruiitiiug 
tiuough property;
'Miiuy outbuildings im 
.'ludiug stable;
...I here's someihiitg for
I'vi»rVtMir' in Ihr* I’ninih' on 
this fine pi Opelly. . , 
l or \iewing .ugl eompkie 
l’‘.UTieulais ,.:all;




FOR BAIE BY BUILDER .3 bilr m, 
ttiritculivB home with exlonsivtr vlirws 
el Iho Island, Doan Park Estntes. 8814 
I'onrittr Pork mivo. 656-506._ 26-1 
COTTAoi'''(iv THE Ti'ar w01 r h'''|’h'« 
lortiu!. nirtrti nnd go 3 hinlioom no 
louttilniion h<iitt,H with r,P. ovklrig 
$511,500, Drivit by 9r.47 f'tisl 5t. 
Siilrti.y thr’ii phtinn owrtitr til 656 
4'79't I ot ftpp(.i.nlnitinl to son Inside,
I Ml __
RFiroENu aT iuirDwo“roT’$TTi;^^^
set viced Clave lo town, Lowosl 
(irlrntl lots in Ihe nreli. Phontt rolled 
49(1.253$ days, pr wriie Bo« '/SO,
. ...rTvi’ToXcii’io'ii'OTTqmv’S
lot alCleorwaior ; $19,000 ie$M,C4)0, 
20% down on opproved cttttlll. 
Cnttlni.l lime Really Ccupornllon 
Kemlrrmps. ('hone374 01)15. 26-1
7300..n ^
hijlWIng. Ihr no housev, rivvoiled 
liuildlnflv (511 17 loU, 2 24 oct** on 
Conailian Ptidllr: irncks in the 
Kouteuov‘, $7.5 000. Will r.o.le T'ktte 
Reolly, Knmlt.iop*. Pht,ne374 0815, 
26-1
R'iMm7ur”6ciAN“Ww'7ii7«‘“
lonritin Creek Motjlle Home fork, 20 
t-.-.,-,. vv.uB n
MfObiTinn. 2395 Dixon Rood, RR I 
Sooke, B.C, S'OS INO. Phone 642 
54IU>: 26-1
2046 KEATING X RD. 
652-1121
■S QUANTITY PRICES200 lot $6,00 
500 lot $15 00
CARPENTER WORK WANTED!
rinivhirtg, coblnels or tonovolions. 
Phetno656 I225_ _ K i
EXPERTENCED''’PAiNTERi $5.0o’ pt^r 
hour or contrnd. Ltiavti tnessogo 656- 
3311 days or call 656-13 5 8 evenings.
2 5-11








WE E K LTTT^WSlfAPlimrculalffngTn
Trjrtnlrig porlmolor ol Prairie city. 
Gtbssing $85,000 with polontlol lor 
doubling, Ideal lor couple. For sale or 
lor iSnsp. For lurthor Inlormation 
write F.. Nriufolri, Woyburn Review, 
P.O, Uos 4b0, Wwybutn, Sask. 54H 
2K4, . 26-1
"FORCE V", 14, (I, racing dinghy, 
derno complete. Vagvolgyl Yoclni. 
2072 Henry, 26-T
Butl&r
let'll) yoiH ol tlof 
iMCIMlAlWOWlOMI'VICf 
V*^G, ‘fUDWiloH f* Q, 
LuiumIh 
V0YLAHr)IN 
MAU: OUDI HMHVICI 
10"d Dibkounl OH oil HfHofft of 
$10 Of mor«'
ALL CERAMIC TILE 
WORKS. Walls, fioors, 
tables, bathroom etc. Build 







THRIVING MOTEL BU$INE$S on High­
way 99, juvl eriB hour'from Van­
couver. Excollenl lnvdfll)irn«nt or 
Inmily huslness, $125,000 Tull price. 
Phono 892-3737 or wide Bo>c 812. 
Squnrnish, B,C. VON 300 , 26-1
tiNK HARDWARE in oliviiT' Anmrdl 
gross approxitrtalely $200,080, tip,.
.Service in the Sands. 
I■'u^eral Chapel of Ro.scs, 
Sidney, B.C., on Friday, 
June 9th, 1978, al LOOp.ni. 
Archdeacon R.B. Hor­
se field officiating. 
C-remat ion, Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those 
so desiring may coiilribtilc 
to tlie Canadian Cancer 
Society, 857 Caledonia 
Ave., .Victoria, B.C,
pioximolo stock $65,000. For more 
inifjtmallon phono collect 498-253.5 tsr 
write Rnx 730 Oliver (I r VflHITO
4.3701
Lm mm mm. mm. mm. mm. i ill!
ENGLISH GARDENER,
lunqnte, Pnmliiy, 30 
pinrr.nto, 656 3259.
DOORSI 8,C '» Ltjwesl Prirevl Prn- 
hung Inlericir $14,90, prcihuttl 
Cxititkir, $32.00: (nney il(5i.its, $39,00, 
Huge sioi.kl Witllier's. Phurie '266 
721I, 137.6 5.W, Morino Drive.
Vancouver V6P 5Z9, 26-1
’'CmTnADOARD''",'... foilgh.’'" hy-gTrink,
woleipiool wolldiriet (or milking 
|X3ilots, lend plortls, sonlirtty ririitis,, 
ituck lininii etc, NUTAB Consirudion 
, fioi vift.i« A Supply, 22470 I rover High 
woy, Itmgley V3A -ll'f.. phone 530.
6201. ........;............ 26-1
pit,;fab'Bullbi'NO$rilo7tH,'strre^^^^^
pirtyhouvev, greenlinuseir, guest 
louit.v, gutogiik. Anythii.y iiikI 
tv»ivihinc|t (Aivemble in tnimrltis), 
NUTAII Construdron Snrvirei A 
Supply, 22470 r rover lllgh'wqy. 




GOOD USED RECORDS, lolly old 
‘Pu, loi t)..t',ur,ii! f oll.’t lion 'tliV7063 
111 iiuiii I MippiM l.mii, so il
$TURbY''CMEj)Y"of-TRXwiRS,lnrli^
vl.-jingocoltiriel, Phono657. 6759. 26.
r ' _
$TU(ibTcMi$fo?FRAwlE'?$7buiTt7V
vientiqo cohiiiirl, Phone 657,i 7.759, '?6-
1 _ ___ _ _______
pVrson'’neTd? D aTlT «|’d?7o^ 
Itom VidotlB, leave ft o.rn. - 5 p.m. 
Phontt 657, 4 761. 27,i-l
oktAf Cip'pdHfuMiTYT oTTiv'ittg 
C.iinpun/ nuvdv Soles .Ayeiili. lor 
[Hirnuintint or pnri lltt|0 timplciyrnmi', 
(',(eiit rt.iuttriuiftlliin with (letiional 
elloi I nmt ext'ierierir 0,





Dry wtill Reitovnilotiv, 6571-476’ 25 2'. '. .DO YIlij'lIAVK ,
smtill elee(rieal wiring jobs? 
No one is iiitei esied'* 




TO ALL OUR CLIENTS and FRIENDS
Pleaso b© odvisefl that effective July 1, 1978 
the name of Capital Region Agencies Ltd, wiil 
hence forth be known as
FCnSONALS






$70,00 plui Tiling Tewi 









Office SPACE AVAIlABll, 
medifiiely In Sidney. Sellfible lor 
proTevr.nsntil 7,82 vq ft Setond TInnr 
nhove Tofor.io Oominlen.ftnnk, 7.56. 
1141 14 It
JLNI Ml',
Owner Will Dorman gives 
peisdual aitculioiT to all 
tmleis. Pliiint* 656*4754
NEED KIUL n» VIcriOTAt “ffom"
iiidney, luilurdtiys Will (iny. MevI 
aiii.-e V’drnia 6;45 ci m, Phiwio IMr 
4667, 25-2
(JARDENtR..."Y...HANDYM AfF'io
evlohllvh and iriqlnialh pitiperlrei in
kuii.wy u(. U putt I'MI'X hwViV, VMIUI 
I'eiiied with i'riolv ond iiflri*pi,iilijtinri, 
Rerdy vrniirig iiuiietienfe onrT 
leteier'irev itiRrix f, SUlney Review 
2 5 ,J
Call Sell Ctrunvel Servtiov toll tree 
1)2-100 a$-3007
Cliuryex ft MnUnurhiirfle otcepittd 
326fl4-22
■'■HI




t)0().00 plot Tiling )•••
Oiiia.n ytvur iow-yvri vupervIveiT 
divott» over Ihe pluvrie ■ lovll Cell 
5x31 C.i.,i ,i.ul tivf. ...x V 1 .,.1 ll XU.
1)3-BOO $$$-$007
There will be NO change of personnel or address and 





; E. Thompson 
; Contractors Ltd.
Renovations - Concrete 
























New Homes & Cobinefs, Custom 
build Remodelling, Additions and 
Repoirs. Reasonable rates.
Free ostimotes


















Renovations. Cobinots and 
other types of woodwork.




' ; hauling: '
• K«*o*.oiTtth|p Clotin op 
^ Ymi*1s. Bftsntnimls. ok .










































•' Uf-.i-li'tt||(j| C itlllHHfluol 
I S t J"|l (. iHilSi* (’oosi I HI ItciM
I 69S5 West Saonich Rd.





( iislnin I lollies 
Alici .iliniis, I'laniiiig





j CtirimK'iH.ml • NtW HOMES 
4 yiMU inyiir«H IlMant; wnminly 
imw Idjiiun, lltnucinnblo 
told,.









1 or l i ec l-.siimaies
(»S(r.4H36
























1 lot Water Heating 





HEA TING LTD. 
Service Residential - 
Commercial 
“Big or small 
we w ill Do I hem all”






22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.




( ommeicial : 
Alleialions.
H.C. Plumbing 

















E.xlcrior - Interior / By 





























Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 






liulii'-irial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
Qualify 
Workmanship 








K'* wiiinq oloiliic hooting 
F. p* J t M. Applidm, o L oniKH lions









Al Is Biiikling 
24 12 Beacon Avenue 
SiLincy. B.C.
By appointment 




•BACK HOE WORK 
•CAT WORK 
•1 RUCKINf;
























Fence Po.st.s, Digging, 50 
in, Rotovalor. PrompI,
























also vinyl tops & 
inferiors
Phone 658-8444
"FIDDLERS ON THE WALL"





Sidney • Brentwood • Viclorle S 
Return twice dally,
PICK UP B DELIVERIES 




in carpel & 
upholstery cleaning.
STEAM OR 
JET SPRAY RINSE 
Shampoo or by HiiihI. 








SHARITNINO (ill lypin r,l Miwk 
SCISSORS, KNIVLS, SKAIIS, 
SHAVIRS,
lawn A/lOWtRS, SHARPtH tind 
srRvict: lAROP siacK or








COMPUTi TANItORIAl&IRVICtS I 
roRuoAiiFiiorrict,



















Lands c a ping, 
rotovating, levelling 
wiih convenient tractors. 





If you are serious about 
heating with wood, 
see us first.




Sp«.L inli^itTg ill hoDcIcoiVL'H^ signs 
^ I'lih signs, t (vininr-ft iol sign 




For good honest repair, 
especially in carb. tune-up, 
olectricoi & exhoust.
10222 Bowerbank 656-4520 
VERY REASONABLE RATES
Chiropractors
••-R. Repsch, B.A., D.G, 
656-6733
Robert W. Roper. D C. 
656-4611 




Morino Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass • Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
luMitTint i> C tdiins 
Hit iinpily I Inntlli ■(]




1842 Keating X Rd. 
652-1808
Wc make Custom built 
kiteben and bathroom 
Cabinets.
SA ME DA Y DR YCLEA NING
V Pte^ei6i»m£
Free Pick-Up & Delivery Service for Sidney Area 
Residents, Mon., Wed., &. Fri.
Ladies & Mens' Alterations Sl Repairs Professional 
Dry Cleaning Service.
June Special - Service Type Uniforms Professionally 
Dryeleuncd & Pressed S3.50.
All Work Done on the Premises 
7120 W. Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay, B.C.
“In Ihe Brentwood Village Square” Ph. 652-1555
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES ETD. 
2238 Harbour Rd. - Sidney
stem Drive Ui/^f @
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVINRUDE OUTBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
SI KRN DRIVE.















H R. MITCHELL 
CONSTRUCTION
TPrD.:,T:G/::y
New h o m cs ,
















Prompt and reliable service calls 
at reasonable rates or bring in 
your T.V. or; stereo on your way 
to town.
Open from 9 to 5 “•
6 doys a week ^










ptii aw E. K / 6-4X.DE. z.::::::
aKHTO-TiAUt , i PUFflWi^
tLllOWTIXI, GSW6TBHST/PW-----











1 the original cedar home
3901 Cedar Hill X Road 
Victoria, B.C. V8P 2N3 
(604) 477-1932
Send $2.00 for iidl colour catalogue containing 
complete information, drawings, floor plans & 
prices.




^ ' 335 Tyee Rd. 382-6195
CABLE 10
Saturday, July 1





8:00 PUBLIC MEETING ON
PROPOSED MARINA
CHECK THE WEATHER SCAN ON TUES.
AND THURS. FOR ANY CHANGES :
GEMINI METAL 
PRODUCTS LTD.
Follow Canora to Airport 
Industrial oroo enironco and then 
follow signs lo Gov't Air Ser­
vices Branch. Wo are right op' 
posilo.























,.............................................................................................................................................. .... ................. „ ......................
wliai arc ilicy tluiiigV VVliy, iltcy’a* reading The media can oHcr 7/mf kind of bargain... on a oiic-to-onc
Review ... looking for a new liomc or car or Job or personal basis? Cheek aroimd, and wc think you’ll want
washer or bicycle. And each person will probably find to join your friends who read and advertise In The
jusi the nghi iicni m JUSI Ihe right price! Wc welcome Review IPs the best buy aroumi! 
ads of all sizes ... we’ll even help you develop an ad if THE SIDNEY REVIEW
ynu wish, for the same cost ns the ad alone! Wlmt other Call656-11^1
Page 14 REVIEW Wednesday, June 28, 1978
7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays
WEST SAANICH RD
across from the Brentwood Post Office
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
WHILE STOCKS LAST
BaggwwBseaaBBgtai
V C ? / - ” • ”4 '^
/f'"-'. ' ' *, /I " * '
A, S J > » ■!. iJ < I
fs-'.
FOOD GIANT "Anniversary Sale” 
prices effective June 29 - July 2,
|i*® IIS® ssj-'a |5ss 4.'S:5», f.ii\ K I
liS'i,.4■’ I,..' I5, S: li 1 i li- S1! I I
%us i s
f--''/T6' '-■‘l-rl, ' ‘-S.J/'’ <^.r, ^.' -Hlti ?-■
■ IS % eJa* fejs 8 ■ %S' I:
(Value '6.00 each) with every 100th customer. 
(Thursday & Friday only)
I <i ri-^ I If t' ''\ ' . * i*T i :
for the kids!
Our store open all day on 
Canada Day; July 1st and 2nd, 1978 
to serve you better.
Come on in and celebrate with us with these fantastic SAVINGS!
ANNIVERSARY BLUE BONNET NABOB KADANA
WHITE OR GHOGOUVTE lOO’s PKG.
•■'•• >.T' . Mroj !-•M ■ “,'.r ■
WHOLE
CANADA GRADE A FRESH
69 < lb
samsmsssm




PLASTIC 48 OZ. TIN
BBBBM
RISE & SHINE 
REG. OR PINK 
3x3% OZ.
Side Bacon
GOLDEN GROVE FRESH PURE BADER’S ASSORTED Stewed



























U.S. no* 1 
10 LB. BAG






i tB. PKG, 2 ROLL PKG.
l^j ciANADA GRADE A BEEF CALIFORNIA 
PINK OR WHITE
'4-.,'‘Vt.»l,i)Y ■ .ki' .'Lf; *l 1'-' .i.'i; .‘•.Cl! 1- <4''.!:./ .'.. .1.11 -4 , ytyii k._.li.S‘''v.*: j,■ . i.'i't'C- .it.,;:
un
